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Abstract
People share and distribute data more than ever making it challenging to keep track of all the
file copies and versions produced. Knowing where the latest version resides is also a problem
when information is fragmented across multiple devices. In this thesis we focus on cloud
storage services for inter-device file sharing as we are not interested in adopting revision control systems or sharing files by email or USB sticks. We provide a novel solution for dealing
with some of the shortcomings that cloud storage services pose such as interoperability and
strict file hierarchies.
The solution we developed is called Cloudtips, a system that combines various functionalities
like versioning, synchronization and conflict resolution to simplify the interactions required
by end users to share data, manage it, and maintain it up to date across their multiple personal
devices. Through an abstraction layer for cloud storage services and a user interface, we
can easily upload files and folders online from anywhere in the file system. We do this
without creating new physical copies, thereby reducing the user’s information fragmentation
perception. Additionally, we offer a centralized file history service to keep track of distributed
file versions, link copies together across multiple devices, and help the user know where his
latest versions reside. Our system also monitors file changes and provides automatic update
mechanisms with file-based synchronization possibilities and conflict resolution options. A
formal evaluation of our prototype shows how our solution is better suited for both sharing
files across multiple devices and automatically maintaining these up to date, when compared
to the use of regular cloud storage services.
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1

Introduction

As computer storage is becoming smaller and cheaper, we can copy, share and distribute
greater amounts of data more easily than ever. This makes it harder to keep track of all the
copies and versions we produce of our files. An increasing number of people are working
from home or are more mobile, creating the need to work on the same documents from
different locations. They also possess many personal devices such as smartphones, laptops
and tablets, which help facilitate this mobility. This growing trend causes one’s personal
information to be spread out across multiple devices. The information fragmentation problem
refers exactly to these situations, where personal data is distributed on different devices and
online services.
Users create file copies for backups, due to application and file system limitations, or simply
because of the different personal information management (PIM) [4] habits each person has.
The following scenario provides an example of the limited possibilities file systems offer. A
tourist just returned from his vacation in Rome and is now downloading all the pictures from
his camera to his home computer. Where will he store these pictures, and according to what
attributes? Should he store them in the Pictures folder, online, or in the Documents folder
where all the rest of the trip information is? Where will it be more likely for him to search
for these pictures later on when he wants to view them? Maybe he should just make a copy
and save them in different locations. Creating multiple copies of a file for easier locating
afterwards might seem like a good idea at the moment, but later in time questions might arise
like ’Are all copies I made still up to date?’ or ’Which one is my latest version and where
is it?’. With this scenario, we illustrate a plausible example for distributing data in various
folders due to file system limitations. This causes information fragmentation, because for
now it is hard to link or group related data stored in different applications or locations of the
file system.
In the past, sharing files between devices was solved by having an extra work laptop, copying
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files to USB sticks, emailing oneself files for later editing, or using a revision control system.
Nowadays cloud storage services provide an effective solution for synchronizing personal
resources (e.g. documents, photos or music) across many devices. The concept behind these
cloud storage services is to allow storing, retrieving and sharing of personal data online. This
is possible thanks to a central repository which permits to access files from multiple devices
without the need for manually copying or moving them between devices, before continuing
working on them. Some concrete examples of these cloud storage services are Dropbox1 ,
Google Drive2 and SkyDrive3 .
The information fragmentation problem is still a current topic. Although the functionality to
keep track of file versions is spreading amongst cloud storage services, a method for tracking
file copies and links to other related files is still missing. To some extent revision control
systems, like Subversion4 or Git5 , help, as they keep track of file versions and their histories,
allow to revert to previous file versions, and support file recovery. But here as well the
tracking of copies and links between similar files is not yet provided.
While cloud storage services solve some of the information fragmentation issues, like having
a file synchronized across multiple devices and reducing the need for copies to other personal
devices, they also create new problems. These include lack of interoperability, limited free
storage, and strict file hierarchies, and are summarized below.
Lack of Interoperability Cloud storage services act well between multiple users of the same
storage service, but currently they do not provide a method for sharing and editing data
from one cloud storage service to another, other than manually copying the files back
and forth.
Limited Free Storage All the currently available cloud storage services provide some free
storage space when creating a new account. Some of them offer possibilities to gain
more free space by recommending friends to sign up. If additional storage space is
desired, it can be purchased. This free space limitation almost encourages more information fragmentation and distribution over different cloud storage services to avoid
costs.
Strict File Hierarchy Most cloud storage services offer a local client application where the
user can choose a designated folder to put all files and folders into for an automatic synchronization with the cloud. This forces the user to utilize a specific folder, disrupting
his file organization methods and folder hierarchies.
These limitations are exactly the issues we are addressing. With this thesis we aim at providing a prototype solution tailored to solve these problems by introducing our system, Cloudtips. The idea is to help a user share files across multiple devices, keep track of all the versions
and copies produced, and automatically maintain this data up to date while providing different
per file synchronization methods.
1

Dropbox: https://www.dropbox.com
Google Drive: https://drive.google.com
3
SkyDrive: https://skydrive.live.com
4
Subversion: http://subversion.apache.org
5
Git: http://git-scm.com
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3

Goals

Our goal is to design and implement a prototype system to solve some aspects of the information fragmentation problem. These include keeping file hierarchies intact, keeping track of
different file copies, and reducing the need to create file copies when uploading files online.
We additionally want to facilitate the sharing of a user’s local files and folders with different cloud storage services and help reunite similar distributed files. To reach our goal, our
prototype design and implementation should consist of the following parts.
Cloud Abstraction Layer Design and implement a cloud abstraction layer that uniformly
aggregates several different cloud storage services. Its purpose is to allow any file or
folder in the system to be uploaded to all cloud storage services or shared between
these storage services without explicitly copying that file to the local designated cloud
storage folder. The aim is to reduce the user’s information fragmentation.
File History Service Model a file-based history graph to keep track of all the distributed
versions of a file in one location. This helps the user maintain an overview of a file’s
copies and its most recent version across devices. The file history service is used to
reconcile versions of documents that have been copied between devices using means
outside the scope of our prototype system, such as USB sticks, email and unsupported
cloud storage services. Further it assists the user with conflict resolution issues.
Background Service Design and implement a background service for monitoring changes
to the local file system. Its responsibilities include synchronizing files with the cloud
storage services and our file history service, and maintaining all distributed files and
their copies up to date.
User Interface Model and implement a user interface for Windows 7 that allows the user to
maintain his file hierarchies while synchronizing files with the cloud storage services.
The focus here is on a user-friendly and easy-to-use interface. The integration of our
prototype system with Windows 7 assures that little adaptation is required by users of
our system.
User Study Formally evaluate the prototype. This includes designing, conducting and evaluating a user survey to better understand the applicability of the prototype and get
valuable feedback on the functionality and the ease of use of the user interface.

1.2

Outline

The rest of this document is organized in the following way. Chapter 2 describes background
information and related work on important topics of our thesis. In Chapter 3 the model
for the file history graph and some design decisions are presented. Chapter 4 outlines our
project’s architecture, explains the interactions between our main components, and provides
implementation details of the system’s prototype. In Chapter 5 the user study is evaluated and
discussed. Chapter 6 summarizes our conclusions, contributions and suggests possibilities for
future work.
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Background

In this chapter we present background information and related work on the main topics of this
thesis. These range from the information fragmentation problem, through file synchronization
and versioning challenges, to one of the current topics in computer science which is cloud
computing.

2.1

Cloud Computing

Cloud computing is a relatively new concept in the IT community and together with its definition, is still evolving. The ’cloud’ term in cloud computing emerged during the days of
network design. Then, as still today, the cloud symbol is used to represent the internet and
other networks in graphics and diagrams. As Figure 2.1 shows, when searching for the terms
’cloud storage’, ’cloud computing’ and ’IT cloud’ in Google Trends1 we clearly see that the
IT term ’cloud’ emerged around 2005. All three terms have developed greatly in the past few
years with the ’cloud computing’ term reaching its peak in 2011, as confirmed by the work
of Dillon et al. [13] ”Cloud computing has recently emerged as a buzz word in the distributed computing community. Many believe that Cloud is going to reshape the IT industry as a
revolution.”, while the other two terms, ’cloud storage’ and ’IT cloud’, were at their peaks at
the beginning of 2013.
Since the term ’cloud computing’ became popular in 2007 [15, 35] it has had various definitions. One good definition that captures the principal aspects of cloud computing is provided
by the US National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) which defines cloud computing as ”a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a
1

Google Trends: http://www.google.com/trends
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Figure 2.1: Google Trends for the terms ’cloud storage’, ’cloud computing’ and ’IT cloud’.
shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management
effort or service provider interaction” [26].
Such a new technology must have many benefits to justify its fast growth. However, as it
constantly evolves, challenges are not missing. A number of researchers [10, 12, 13, 18]
have investigated this topic and identified various major benefits and challenges of cloud
computing.
The benefits include:
Cost Savings A cloud application requires less in-house IT staff for the infrastructure support as this service is managed by the cloud provider. There is no need to order expensive hardware, which makes this technology easier and faster to deploy. In addition,
the number of machines in use, and thus the associated cost, nicely scales with the
workload instead of requiring high up-front investments.
Scalability and Flexibility The cloud provides an easy and fast way of scaling in both directions. A user can request more resources during peak times if needed.
Reliability If a service is backed up in more than one place, especially offsite, it can help
keep a business running if a service fails, or if it needs to recover from information loss
or a disaster.
Maintenance-free No maintenance is required by the user as the services are accessed remotely or through the web, avoiding the need to install programs and deal with updates.
Accessibility and Availability Service level agreements (SLA) with the cloud provider
guarantee a certain uptime. This means that the cloud provider ensures service delivery, its availability, and accessibility.
Because this technology is rapidly evolving, the providers and developers are constantly faced
with many challenges. The current main issues and user concerns are listed below.
Security and Privacy Users fear the loss of control over their data as they do not know
where it is stored and who will access it, since different countries have different data
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protection policies. Further, they are not sure if their data will always be available or
get lost at some point. Chow et al. [9] as well as Metri and Sarote [27] propose ideas
that can lead to greater security for cloud adopters.
Interoperability Currently there are no standard APIs for cross-cloud operations, therefore
vendor lock-in is unavoidable.
Integration Cost Costs arise from the need to integrate a system with the cloud. Additionally, expenses might occur over time if there is the need to change cloud providers or
get off the cloud.
There are several papers, amongst them many white papers, that give an overview of the cloud
computing field [10, 12, 18, 37], but as Sriram et al. [37] say ”yet there is no systematic review
of the agenda academia has taken”. In their paper they give an overview of the progress
academia has made in the cloud computing direction from a technological point of view.
They underline the different focuses of academia such as wanting to find ways for creating
standards, allowing interoperability, finding similarities to other technologies, describing how
clouds could be designed and built, and illustrating new technological possibilities that the
cloud could provide. One of their concluding arguments states that although attempts have
been made to build unified APIs for cloud interoperability, this slow progress is more due to
a political nature than a technical one (e.g. vendor lock-in). Besides this, they can still clearly
see a trend moving towards this research area.
In the cloud interoperability field there are various research projects, CSAL [21] being one of
them. In this paper it is argued that one of the major obstacles in adopting cloud computing
is the fear of vendor lock-in both at a low-level and at an application-level, which hinders
application portability, an essential part of the cloud computing technology. Therefore the
authors present CSAL, a storage abstraction layer above the cloud’s APIs. CSAL allows
applications to be portable across clouds, giving a developer the possibility to create multicloud applications by combining the cloud’s benefits to save costs and improve performance.
The vendor lock-in problem, as well as the lack of standards, for example for cloud platform
interfaces, was also confirmed by Endo et al. [15] who give an overview of the current
availability of open-source cloud computing solutions, both academic and non-academic.
Their survey seeks to provide a good starting point, as well as an overview, to set the stage
for dealing with and finding novel solutions for the problems that cloud computing is facing.
A large survey on the future of cloud computing was conducted by North Bridge Venture
Partners2 both in 2011 as well as in 2012. The survey shows that from 2011 to 2012 trust in
the cloud, as a platform for mission-critical business applications, has increased from 13% to
50% [33]. In 2011 they identified that 30% [32] of the vendors that participated in the survey
used the cloud services for storage. In 2012 they confirmed this growing trend as one of their
key findings pointing out that clouds are being used for backup and archiving 43% [34] of the
time. Other main findings of their 2012 study include that scalability is still the main reason
why companies adopt clouds, while security remains a primary concern.
2

North Bridge Venture Partners: http://www.northbridge.com
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2.2

Cloud Storage Services

In the past few years, as storage has become cheaper, many cloud storage services have appeared on the market. These services offer the possibility of storing data online, diminishing
the need to create unnecessary file copies to move data between devices. In this section we
only consider cloud storage services for end users and not commercial products like Amazon
S33 .
A cloud storage service is a place where users can store their data online, which for this thesis
means on the internet. All cloud storage services provide the basic functionalities of uploading, downloading, creating, deleting, and accessing user data through an online web interface.
An increasing number of cloud storage services are focusing on more complex functionalities
like sharing folders with other users of the same storage service, or even sharing links to files
and folders with any kind of user. Examples of additional features that are still evolving are
file versioning and file restoring, the possibilities to comment and add notes to files, online
editing of documents, and real-time collaboration.
Different cloud storage services specialize in other features and operating systems. iCloud4 ,
for example, is targeted for the OS X and iOS platforms. Box5 is focused on enterprises
and offers well-supported online collaboration possibilities. Google Drive, just released in
April 20126 also helps integrate all the other Google products into one. Most storage services
provide a client application for local computers, several mobile ones for different platforms,
and APIs for developers.

Figure 2.2: Dropbox web interface showing the files and folders stored online.
The user’s main benefit is the possibility for a quick and easy file access, anytime and anywhere through a user-friendly interface, with the only requirement being an internet connection. Figure 2.2 shows an example of Dropbox’s simple and intuitive web interface. Each
cloud storage service provides some free space on sign up and the user can acquire more
storage space if needed. A user pays only for what he uses, which is considered a major
benefit of cloud storage services. Due to the cloud nature of these storage services, there is
3

Amazon S3: http://aws.amazon.com/s3
iCloud: http://www.apple.com/icloud
5
Box: https://www.box.com
6
Google Official Blog: http://googleblog.blogspot.ch/2012/04/introducing-googledrive-yes-really.html
4
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no installation required unless a user wants to download the client application locally. For
the client application, a designated folder is created on the local computer, which synchronizes all the data in that folder with all other computers and the cloud storage service. This
way the user does not need to worry about maintaining a consistent view of all files on all
devices, because this is taken care of by the automatic background synchronization process
of the cloud storage client application. Some services additionally provide the option to let
the user choose which online folders to synchronize with the local clients.
As cloud technology and its storage services are still evolving, there are currently some limitations. The main synchronization method supported by cloud storage services is a 2-way file
synchronization. This means that any changes to a file or folder will be propagated to all the
other locations where this file is accessible. A user especially needs to remember this when
deleting files, as the file will be deleted on all devices linked to the cloud storage service.
Several cloud storage services have an online trash bin where files are not deleted permanently for a period of time and therefore are still recoverable if a user deleted a file by mistake.
For the cloud storage services that provide a client application, the local designated folder in
the client application limits the user, forcing him to create yet another file hierarchy. If the
user wants to have his files available online he needs to copy or move them completely to the
designated folder. In the case where he prefers keeping his local file hierarchies, and only
temporarily or selectively uploads files online, he may need to create multiple copies of the
same file.
Some cloud storage services have limitations on file upload sizes and storage file sizes. Additionally, it is hard to keep track of which files and folders are shared and with whom. This
is especially the case when shared links are used as whoever has the link has access, and
sometimes also editing privileges, to the file or folder it points to. For this reason links have
expiration dates or validity periods, which is often the case for media files. Another way to
invalidate a link is to move, rename or delete the file attached to it. Data sharing between
different cloud storage services is an example for the cloud interoperability problem, since
currently sharing data between different cloud providers is only supported if done manually
by creating a new copy of the file or folder.
The user’s main concern involves security, as was the case with cloud computing. Mulazzani
et al. [29] argue that there are various attacks possible on cloud storage services. On the
example of Dropbox they explain the specific situations where an attacker can download files
from another user’s account. In their conclusions they note that ”these vulnerabilities are
not specific to Dropbox, as the underlying communication protocol is straightforward and
very likely to be adopted by other cloud storage operators to save bandwidth and storage
overhead” [29].
In a recently conducted study [5] on the security mechanisms for cloud storage services, seven
providers were selected and their client software analyzed over a period of several months.
Five mandatory security requirements were identified as being: (i) registration and login, (ii)
transport security for the communication between client and server, (iii) encryption of the
data, (iv) secure file sharing and (v) secure deduplication, an optimization feature to save
space and reduce the amount of data needed to be exchanged between client and server. As
a major result, the study showed that in most cases the providers are aware of the importance
of security and privacy in their services, and have taken measures to enforce this, although so
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far none of the analyzed solutions meet all five mandatory security requirements.
The increasing number of cloud storage services in recent years has led to many reports and
comparisons to determine which service is the most appropriate to use for different needs.
To this end many evaluations were conducted on various cloud storage services. An example
of a comparison is the FixYa report [17] just released in November 2012, which compares
several cloud storage services, underlying the user concerns for their adoption. Additionally,
it proposes solutions for concrete problems that each cloud storage service poses.

2.3

Information Fragmentation

“If the computer is an unintended instrument of information fragmentation, it can also be
used to help us put the pieces together again.”
— Karger and Jones, Data unification in personal information management [24]
In this section we discuss the information fragmentation problem which means having related
files distributed locally, online, or over multiple devices. We refer to this problem also as ’data
fragmentation’, but it should not be confused with a file’s fragmentation7 .
A modern user possesses or carries with him many electronic devices during the day for
different purposes and to perform different tasks. Working on the same files locally or from
different devices, creating copies or converting a file to different formats, can lead to a user’s
data distribution. With a smartphone, for example, a user can perform many tasks like taking
a picture, and within a few seconds this picture is uploaded to his Dropbox account and
accessible on all his other devices. He might then post the image on Facebook, or share it
with a friend by email. And therefore, how many copies of the file did he create and in how
many locations is it stored?
Computer applications or file systems, like the Windows’ one, might by default store files in
their preferred locations on the file system or propose different folders for specific data types
to help the user sort his data. If the user organizes his data in another way, he is forced to move
his files. Even with these pre-defined folders there are no easy ways of linking or grouping
inter-application documents that belong together. Additionally, users often duplicate files to
store them in different formats and have them available on multiple operating system in a
supported format. This fragments the data even more.
Karlson et al. [25] tackle this problem by presenting the concept of copy-aware computing. With this new approach they track various copy operations in the Windows system and
between applications, and handle these to help the user with his file organization by keeping
linked data united in one place. This permits the user to keep track of copies of files, copied
content, and file versions. In addition, their approach helps reunite possible similar files sent
by email, and view a file’s history. In their paper, they also illustrate limitations that this
approach has, but offer a promising solution: the ’versionset’. The term ’versionset’ denotes
7

In file fragmentation, a file is split up in byte blocks to enhance a computer’s performance when reading it
from the hard drive.
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a collection of digital items that are perceived by the user as one document. Their user study
results pointed out that copies are unavoidable for various reasons, and quickly cause confusion. The results also showed that users liked the gathering of files in one place because it
gave a quick and clear view of which file was the most current one and helped them decide
what to do with the other files. A limitation of this approach includes the need to inject a C++
hook library into each application, and into the Windows operating system itself, in order to
track various copy creation events and so enable the creation of a history graph for data. This
means that only applications which have such an additional library can track copied content
and provide users with meaningful indications about it. This approach is the most similar one
to the work presented in this thesis.
The information fragmentation problem has existed for quite some time. In the past people
emailed each other documents for reviewing or transported them per USB stick to finish editing them at home. This already created more renamed files and copies and an overview was
easily lost. Nowadays in this area there is still ongoing research to find an optimal solution for
organizing a user’s personal data spread across multiple devices, or simply located in different
places and formats on the file system. Karger and Jones [24] propose an overview of possible
unification strategies in personal information management (PIM) to reduce a user’s information fragmentation problem. They note the need for inter-application gathering systems that
link files and information in different formats together to make them more manageable. They
also mention that methods for keeping all this linked information up to date are needed, as
are persistent links which should remain even when devices are shut down. Another challenge mentioned for simple and manageable applications was that people are unwilling to use
new applications if these require them to organize their data in new ways. This is because so
much effort is invested in data organization, especially for file folders. The drawback of the
presented approaches is that all were focused on, and created for, specific applications and
data formats, so they are not applicable for a general purpose.
Dearman and Pierce [11] noted that visually trying to help the user is the best way for approaching this data fragmentation situation, also to help regain trust in the automatic synchronization methods for data that have been ignored due to lack of trust by the user. From
their study it was clear that handling data across multiple devices was a very challenging
aspect for the participants, and that a centralized solution for their information management,
like a cloud application or a portable drive, would be preferred.
Boardman and Sasse [4] found that users use different organizing strategies between and
within different tools and that this behavior can change over time. Therefore they proposed
a prototype which gives cross-tool support to search, handle, and unify various information
types and mention that differences in user behavior should be considered in designing a future
system. Dumais et al. [14] instead propose a system for finding and facilitating information
re-use while Bao and Dietterich [3] present the FolderPredictor software. This prediction
software is integrated in the Windows File Explorer interface, which makes it easy to use. It
proposes to the user likely choices of folders that he may want to access next during a task,
reducing on average the search time by 50%.
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Versioning

The topic of file and folder versioning is related to information fragmentation. With many
files, copies, renames and new versions and variants, users might lose track of which file is
the most recent one, needing a method to track all these versions.
File versioning is used in many different programs like backup systems, in version control
programs such as Subversion, or simply for activity logging. Versioning is very important
when working in a team where multiple people might edit, or simultaneously review the same
document or source code, easily creating many versions and possible conflicts between these
versions. Here the goal of versioning systems is to try and find ways to group and manage
these versions, allow a user to see how a document or a project developed over time, and
by whom it was edited and when. A versioning system usually gives the user the possibility
to revert to a former version of a file, and some products additionally provide the option to
display the file’s versioning tree. Since these features are in great demand, many versioning
systems exist.
Versioning is used together with revision control. ”Revision control assumes the existence of
a repository and enables efficient storage, manipulation, and retrieval of any version of an
artifact in the repository.”, as stated by van Amstel et al. [39]. The important feature is that
all the document versions are recoverable. Each versioning tool keeps track of file changes in
various ways. There are tools that create a new file version every time a file is closed, while
others create a new version on each save command, creating multiple redundancies between
the files and consuming a lot of storage space.
File versioning offers the three benefits of ”recovery from user mistakes, recovery from system
corruption, and analysis of historical changes” [36]. In their paper, Soules et al. [36] point
out how producing and keeping too many versions of files, for example by applying the
’saveOnChange’ method or by saving a file’s metadata every time a new version is created,
may consume a large amount of storage space. To overcome this metadata space problem,
they discuss two space efficient methods, and show their benefits over normal approaches.
The first one uses a Journal-based metadata approach, while the second one uses Multiversion
B-trees. Another example for a versioning system is DocVFS [30], a virtual meta file system
for Linux. The main aspect is that it versions documents based on their MIME type and
is a novel auto-versioning file system. Versionfs [31] instead, is a versioning system that
permits users to choose their versioning preferences such as file retention time. It differs
from past systems that use ’copy-on-write’ because Versionfs uses ’copy-on-change’ which
can be more useful for certain situations.
Kang et al. [23] present a hash history approach for detecting inconsistencies when dealing
with conflicts in and between files. They note the advantages of the hash history approach
compared to version vectors, both methods used for file versioning. The authors expect that
the hash history’s reconciliation method will be used for internet applications where a dynamic and global-scale environment is the premise. This is because hash histories help track,
reconcile, and understand the possible dependencies between distributed files. When each
site performs a hash exchange with others, it has to understand the file modifications that
need to be exchanged in order to guarantee distributed file reconciliation. To enable this, the
sites perform simulations of possible scenarios and so have ”the ability to recognize when
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two different non-commutative operations produce the same output, thereby reducing false
conflicts and increasing the rate of convergence”, as stated by Kang et al. [23].
As technology advances, more storage possibilities will be online, in the cloud, also as
Borgmann et al. [5] suggest. Therefore, in order to backup or store data online this data
must be transferred over the network at some point. Although storage is becoming cheaper,
the network bandwidth still poses constraints in this area [8]. This is relevant for versioning, as multiple backup or versioning systems have a central online repository where the data
needs to be synchronized to. Much research is being done to determine the best technique
or mix of techniques to efficiently perform backups on storage. Delta encoding is one technique [8, 38]. The idea behind it is to compress the data by encoding only the bytes that
have changed between two files for the versioning. Suel and Memon [38] present remote
file synchronization in addition to delta encoding, and mention that these are two similar
methods which differ in the amount of knowledge the receiving party needs to have about
the files. These techniques both aim at reducing the amount of file information needed to
be transmitted across a network with limited capacity. The authors point out the need for
such techniques because they expect these problems to gain importance, as more people and
applications distribute and share files across the network.
Deduplication is another way of saving space for file versioning. Many cloud storage services
use it for reducing the network’s bandwidth, optimizing their space savings online when saving data, and when performing file versioning or backups [20, 29]. This technique consists
of saving a copy of the redundant data block once and having all files with the same data
block point to that block’s location. This technique was first introduced by early work on
PRESIDIO [40]. PRESIDIO introduces shingling, whole file hashing, chunking and super
fingerprinting, all methods for inter- and intra-file compression, detecting file similarity for
then reducing data redundancies on compression and saving disk storage space. Other techniques or combinations of them exist, as there is no optimal strategy for data compression
yet [40]. Some other approaches on file deduplication are presented by Meyer and Bolosky
[28], where they analyze the trade-off between ’whole file’ versus ’block level’ redundancy
elimination to show the efficiency of deduplication.
Although versioning systems mostly manage files, research and approaches for model versioning and model conflict resolution are being developed [6]. Van Amstel et al. [39] claim
that ”all models that can be transformed into graphs and back can be versioned using this
method”, where their method consists of a bi-directional transformation from graphs to text.
This suggests that in the future any model can be versioned.
Versioning systems are very useful in many scenarios as is the case when managing source
code projects, especially when multiple users are involved. Unfortunately these technical
oriented systems often do not possess a very intuitive interface and are therefore only used by
tech-savvy people. They require more initial setup cost, since for most of them a server needs
to be installed. Usually they have a centralized repository where all versioning operations
take place, introducing another strict file hierarchy. Additionally, in order for a user to view
and access the newest versions of documents from any device, special manual commands
need to be executed beforehand.
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Synchronization

In computer science the term synchronization can be used to refer to different situations. Here
we focus on file synchronization and consider two options, 1-way and 2-way synchronization.
As data is distributed over multiple devices, it is more difficult to keep all the data consistent
and up to date across these devices. File synchronization is a widely used technique and is
the method for helping users cope with this. It differs from file versioning in the sense that it
is made for a single person using a file and not for multiple concurrent edits, like in the case
of one shared document within a team. Usually it runs automatically in the background of
a program once a user sets it up. Synchronization is mainly adopted in backups to online or
external devices to avoid the user from having to manually copy the same file multiple times
to these locations. A user needs to keep in mind that when synchronizing data over a network
it should be encrypted for security reasons.
In 1-way synchronization the data is only synchronized in one direction. This means that
any file added or updated on one computer will be replicated to the other device, but never
from that device backwards. In other words there is a file mirroring from source to target.
Also, if the other device already has a copy of a file, maybe an older version, this one will
automatically be overwritten, a conflict will be created, or versioning will take place. If a file
is changed or deleted on the local machine, this delete will be propagated to the other location
as well. A typical use of 1-way synchronization is in a backup system, when the user wants
to keep copies of his files up to date, but is not interested in making changes on the backed-up
files.
In 2-way synchronization the files are kept up to date from both locations. This means that
any new files or updates will be propagated to the other device, as the connection between the
devices is bi-directional. As in 1-way synchronization, also here if a file already exists on one
of the machines that needs an update, this file will either be overwritten, a conflict situation
will occur, or versioning will take place. The whole idea behind 2-way synchronization is to
keep files up to date on multiple devices, making the contents on these devices identical.
Some problems and limitations that can occur with synchronization are the following:
File Conflicts File conflicts can happen when trying to update the same copy on different
devices. This is either solved automatically following some heuristics or the user is
asked to solve the conflict manually. If a conflict is not detected, a file might be overwritten possibly causing content loss.
Synchronization Type Most software predefines the synchronization type, for example 1way or 2-way, per device. This means that each synchronization connection between a
pair of devices can only be of one nature and therefore all the contents on those devices
will be synchronized as specified.
Deletion If a file is deleted on one machine, this action will be propagated to the others
depending on the synchronization method. The possibility to choose and control how
deletions are propagated and to what devices does not yet exist.
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Conflict Resolution

Conflict resolution is an important part of file versioning. It is also important when file
synchronization is adopted, because a file may need to be updated on different sites although
it has been modified in the meantime, causing a conflict.
Conflict detection and resolution problems occur in various scenarios. A common one is
when multiple users are simultaneously modifying the same file. Once the file is saved, if the
system cannot automatically merge the changes of the two files into one, a conflict situation
is created. The easiest way to solve this would be to always keep the last saved version and
overwrite previous ones, possibly losing changes. In many cases though, both files are kept.
For the file that was last saved, and which created the conflict, the system might add some
extra information to its metadata, like the user who edited it and the timestamp of the last
modification. Conflicts can also be ignored to some extent, but eventually they will need
to be dealt with. If there are no automatic heuristics a program can follow to deal with file
conflicts, it might ask the user for a manual intervention. For this case the main decisions a
user can make to resolve the conflicts are the following:
Replace Other My version overwrites the other one.
Replace Mine The other version overwrites mine.
Keep Both Both versions of the files are kept.
Merge This operation tries to merge the two files if possible.
An example where conflict resolution is essential is in a team of developers, when they are
working on the same project. Usually a versioning system is adopted like Subversion, the
conflicts that occur are text-based, and happen after the changes have been saved. The developers then need to manually fix them, which is a time-consuming task. Brun et al. [7]
present their novel tool Crystal which helps developers detect early on possible commit conflicts when coding in collaboration. By dealing with these conflicts right away, Crystal saves
the developers costly time. On a regular basis the tool examines the different codes and predicts what conflicts, and with whom, these could occur, always between a pair of developers.
The severity of the possible conflicts is noted and the user is informed right away. Similar
to Crystal is also the approach proposed by Guimarães and Silva [19]. Their WeCode tool,
which runs inside Eclipse and supports Java programming, does not overload the developers
with notifications, but still detects merge conflicts early on because it continuously runs in
the background, merging committed and uncommitted changes of all developers working on
the same branch. An empirical evaluation performed on WeCode confirmed that their solution improves early detection of merge conflicts and does not overload the developer with
notifications as much as other solutions do.
This is an area of ongoing research. Some approaches propose other ways to detect merge
conflicts in early stages and efficiently merge these, while finding a balance between precision
of conflict detections and performance [1, 2].
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Similarity

File similarity is related to the versioning and synchronization topics. It can help detect
redundancies in the data, and save storage space or network communication bandwidth, because only the differences, called deltas, between files need to be exchanged. This means that
a similarity technique can help detect file duplicates, copies and find related ones.
To decide if a file is the same as another one, a similarity measure needs to be defined.
Various techniques exist to figure out if two files are the same. However, since each file has
its own MIME type with different attributes, techniques differ per file type. For any file type,
a fingerprint of the content can be created. A fingerprint of a file is its summary. It is much
smaller than the original file which allows for more space-efficient storing and transmission
over networks. It contains the basic semantic relevant information needed to uniquely identify
the file or compute a distance measure between two files. For audio files, for example, this
is called an acoustic fingerprint while for image processing it is called feature extraction.
For text, one might prefer to do a similarity analysis based on string matching algorithms,
like the Longest Common Subsequence (LCS) one. An approach that uses this algorithm in
different ways is proposed in [22]. Here the authors present a method based on computing
the similarity between sentences or whole paragraphs, instead of focusing on single words.
When similarities within a file, or between files, are detected, these data blocks can be compressed and stored efficiently. Nowadays people produce huge amounts of data, and although
storage space is cheaper, You et al. [40] point out that managed disk storage is still expensive. With their framework PRESIDIO, they aim at creating an efficient way to store different
kinds of data by detecting similarities between the data. This way they can minimize the
redundancies of the data stored. Their method also aims at finding a balance between determining the maximal compression rate per file and the computation time required. As mentioned
earlier, they pioneered the idea of deduplication, which is related to file compression and to
file similarity. The most challenging task still remains in detecting the similarity between the
data.
When no perfect match for a file exists, a similar one needs to be selected. Suel and Memon
[38] explore scenarios for networking and storage, where similarity can be estimated for
one or multiple file hits. They also discuss various methods on how to select files for delta
compression, how to estimate the similarity between them, and how to reconcile collections
of data.

3

Approach
In this chapter we describe the approach taken to help users share and manage their distributed
files, provide the motivation for the principal design choices for our solution, and outline our
model and its main functionalities. Further we illustrate how our solution relates to the work
described in the previous chapter.
The various topics covered in this thesis are evaluated in Chapter 2, where many research
projects were presented, each one focused on its own specific scenario and with its own
limitations. The most similar approach to this thesis was the one presented by Karlson et al.
[25], where they track the copied content in and between files to create a history graph. Our
approach combines various aspects of different related research areas, as shown in Figure
3.1. This permits us to create a solution to deal with a user’s data fragmentation, and solve
problems cloud storage services pose, like interoperability, limited free space and forcing the
user to adopt yet another strict file hierarchy. By doing so, we provide the user with a novel
way of sharing and managing files between devices.
Figure 3.2 illustrates a conceptual overview of the situation where a user’s data is spread
out across multiple devices and cloud storage services, making it harder to keep track of
and maintain up to date. Our approach intends to provide a solution to manage, share and
synchronize files between devices and cloud storage services that requires little manual effort
to keep all copies updated. We want to offer the possibility to always know where the latest
version of a file resides, as well as detect and reunite similar distributed files. Additionally, we
want to provide support for conflict detections and resolution methods. Because technology
quickly evolves, we plan on designing an extensible solution which supports folders and
any file type, since these may change over time. Our project only considers a single user’s
data and devices, as designing an application for multiple users would require considering
additional factors, like file access rights. Another important factor we did not consider is the
sharing of online data through shared links, because this was outside the scope of this thesis.
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Figure 3.1: Our approach combines functionalities from different, but related research areas.

Figure 3.2: A conceptual overview of file sharing.
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Reduced Information Fragmentation

One of our main concerns is the user’s information fragmentation problem, because dealing
with distributed files and maintaining these up to date to provide a consistent view of them
across all devices is a challenging task. A typical situation that creates information fragmentation is when a user is working on multiple copies of the same file from different devices,
and copying, moving, renaming and sharing these with others and online. This often causes
the user to lose the overview of his files and where their latest versions reside. Therefore
as our first goal we aimed at reducing a user’s information fragmentation perception (see
Definition 1) when sharing files.
Definition 1. With information fragmentation perception, we denote the amount of physical copies a user needs to create and manage on his own. This means that copies are not
prevented from being created, but rather that the user is aware of them.
With our approach we want to provide a solution to uniformly share data between devices.
We also desire to reduce the number of copies that need to be created for inter-device file
sharing, by keeping the original files hierarchies intact. Cloud storage services offer a solution. Although with these storage services, files can be uploaded from one computer and then
be directly accessible from another one within seconds, the user is required to move or copy
files to a designated folder, creating yet another strict file hierarchy.
From the beginning, we were not interested in forcing the user to adopt a strict file hierarchy as
is the case with cloud storage services, since this problem was mentioned in various research
areas as being undesirable and fragmenting the data even more. Hence, designing a solution
which solely relied on cloud storage services was not considered. As a viable option for our
approach, we saw the need to still rely on cloud storage services, but additionally provide
our own synchronization method, which gives a user the freedom to choose files or folders
anywhere in the file system to upload online. By doing so, we would reduce the need to copy
or move files to a designated folder, and not disrupt the file hierarchies of a user. With our
solution we further plan to allow simultaneous uploads to various cloud storage services.
We intend to achieve the above requirements by building a uniform API to communicate
with various cloud storage services. Our API will abstract various functionalities, which
include file uploads, file downloads and file deletions. By abstracting these functionalities,
we create an independent solution from existing cloud storage service platforms. In addition,
our abstraction layer provides the benefit of facilitating future extensions to support multiple
cloud storage services. With this approach we can offer a solution that reduces a user’s
information fragmentation perception and deals with interoperability problems between cloud
storage services, as this is still a hot topic in computer science research due to the current lack
of a standard API.

3.2

Distributed File Monitoring

Another of our concerns is how to keep track of file versions, know where their duplicates or
copies reside, and maintain all this data synchronized and up to date across multiple devices.
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3.2. DISTRIBUTED FILE MONITORING

Revision control systems, synchronization techniques and cloud storage services help with
this, although in most cases a user’s intervention is still required, like performing commit or
update commands for a revision control system. Also, these approaches pose some limitations as they can propagate updates only through a designated folder but not across different
services. Our goal consists of helping the user keep track of distributed files, their copies and
versions, and providing automatic update propagations to all locations where these files are
stored. We are aware that conflicts might occur during distributed file updates, therefore we
plan on incorporating conflict detection methods and resolution possibilities in our solution
as well.
For tracking file changes we rely on a monitoring system. Since we are not interested in monitoring the whole file system for changes, our design will provide a functionality for tracking
selected files or folders that a user chose to share across devices. For all the monitored data,
we plan to store it in a local cache to keep track of the files and versions that were shared.
We decided to ignore the files in the designated cloud storage folders on the local computers.
The reason was that we wanted to create a clear separation between our solution and cloud
storage client applications, to avoid synchronization issues. By monitoring only changes in
specific files and folders, our solution will be deployable in parallel to existing cloud storage
services and their local client applications.
We want to give the user a way to keep files up to date across multiple devices and cloud
storage services. Our focus here is set on a solution that requires little manual effort on
the user’s behalf, so we plan on creating an automatic updating mechanism that relies on
synchronization. To the best of our knowledge, the synchronization method is set up per
device, or is defined on a folder basis. Examples would be 1-way synchronization for backup
systems, or 2-way synchronization for cloud storage services. We wanted to provide the
user with more synchronization possibilities to allow an increased management flexibility of
his data. This was important, because we realized the limitations that synchronization poses
when a user is mobile. We illustrate these through an example. A user possesses a home
computer, mainly used for backups, and a laptop with currently little free space. He is on
vacation and desires to free up some space on his laptop to add his new vacation pictures.
The laptop contains many old documents, but the user wishes to keep a backup copy of them
somewhere before permanently deleting them. He could use an external device, but this
requires him to possess one. With cloud storage services there is currently no support for
such an operation, since any file removed from a designated folder will cause the file to be
removed from all other designated folders on different devices as well. A way around this
would be to temporarily delete the file online, and within a certain period of time, restore
the online file once back home. This is a delicate and unconventional solution. Therefore
our wish was to give the user more flexibility in the synchronization choices for his files and
folders.
In our approach we will provide the possibility to choose a synchronization method on a per
file basis, which allows a user to select for each file how the delete propagations are handled.
This means that there would be an option to delete only the current local copy of the file,
or to have the file deleted across all devices. We think it is a good idea to provide multiple
synchronization methods, and let the user choose which files and folders to synchronize for
backup and which ones to simply share across all devices. We plan on using cloud storage services to save the actual files which permits an implicit file synchronization between
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devices. This will be achieved by our background service that monitors file changes. The
background service will communicate with cloud storage services, and with our central information repository, in order to synchronize files as desired between devices and maintain
these up to date.
We are aware that when synchronizing distributed files conflicts might occur. Currently a
way to deal with this includes performing manual comparisons between files or having for
example a revision control systems solve this automatically to some extent, although these
latter systems are mainly focused on source code. We want to be able to detect conflicts in
an automatic way and provide conflict resolution methods, for example to replace outdated
files with their latest versions. To achieve this we plan on providing three conflict resolution choices as merging, the fourth one, is a complicated process, which usually requires
additional manual intervention.

3.3

Centralized Information Repository

Versioning systems are used to keep track of a file’s history as seen in Section 2.4. Also, they
allow a user to revert to previous file versions, provide support for multiple-users, and offer
conflict resolution methods. Once again the shortcoming of such systems is their inability to
track and link files and their copies between different applications and devices. They also do
not synchronize the latest file version across all devices without explicitly having to commit
the changes manually. Similar limitations in tracking a file’s history are present in cloud
storage services as well.
In order to keep track of a file’s history, and know where its latest version is stored, information needs to be gathered and saved in a centralized location. This can be achieved by offering
a central repository to manage and store a file’s history information. Our central repository
is a file history graph (see Definition 2). The information stored in it includes the file’s
metadata attributes for each created version, and the file’s stored locations across devices and
cloud storage services. In addition, we store connections between a file and its copies, to help
reunite distributed files, whether available locally or online. This way users need to worry
less about managing files and copies. The modeling of the file history graph is important for
our whole solution, hence we will have a look at it in more detail. In this section we focus on
the file history graph’s definition, functionality and modeling.
Definition 2. We understand file history graph to mean a graph composed of nodes and
relationships that keeps track of a file’s evolution. Each node stores only a file’s metadata,
but not the file itself. Attributes about a file’s locations, whether online or local, are stored as
well in the node. Additionally, attributes to uniquely identify each node, and mark its role in
the versioning tree are present in the individual node. The file history graph records a file’s
history, which means all the operations performed to a file over time. These operations are
part of the model as they are saved as the relationships between nodes.
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Figure 3.3: Node types for the file history graph.
Functionality
Our file history graph is composed of nodes and relationships, and we created a model to
represent its functionality. In our model we have four node types and six relationships that
can occur between nodes. Figure 3.3 shows the different node types and below is a description
of their meaning in our graph model.
Normal Node A normal node represents a file’s version. For each version, a new file node is
created. This node contains the file’s information for tracking, identifying, reconciling
and synchronizing it across multiple devices. If this file node represents the latest
version of a file in the history tree, it can be extended with relationships and grow the
tree.
History Node A history node is used when only selected information of a file was sent to
the file history graph, which can occur in two situations. The first one is when there is
no online location associated with this node entry, because the file upload was not yet
performed or could not be completed, for example due to the file size or connection
problems. In this case all synchronizing devices will be informed of this new change,
even if the operation could not yet be completed. This maintains a consistent view
across all devices. The second situation occurs in a conflict resolution scenario where
the user decides to replace the current file with another one. Here this node serves to
complete the history of a file’s evolution.
Ghost Node A ghost node represents the conflicting file in a conflict situation. These nodes
only exists until the conflict is resolved.
Deleted Node A deleted node is used when all the physical copies of a file, local and online,
have been deleted. In our file history graph nodes are not deleted, allowing the history
of a file to be revived in the future if necessary.
The relationships between nodes are always directed and represent the operations performed
to a file over time. To better understand these relationships, shown in Figure 3.4, we will
illustrate them through examples.
Every time a new file is created on a local device and sent to our file history graph, the whole
graph is searched for a match, based on the new file’s content hash. If none is found, a
similarity heuristic is adopted that considers a file’s metadata, to determine if a similar file
can be found. In the case of a totally new file, both of these searches will not return anything,
and therefore a new node will be created. The new entry will be the start of a new sub-tree and
will be labeled as ’root’ and ’head’ as shown in Figure 3.5, where the dotted line signalizes
the extension point for this node. In the case where one or more files are found, the new file
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Figure 3.4: Relationship types for the file history graph.

Figure 3.5: A new entry on our file history graph.
information is either merged with its match, or the user is informed about a conflict situation
or possible file similarities.
A New Version relationship symbolizes that a file was modified. If in the beginning we had
file v0 and then modified it, we will now have file v1 and an arrow with the relationship New
Version pointing from v0 to v1. Also, v1 will now become the new head of this tree, meaning
it is the most updated version of the file and the new extension point for this tree. Figure
3.6 illustrates this scenario where the user uploads a file that is recognized by our file history
graph as already having a versioning tree for it. A search for the head elements of that tree
is performed. In the case of multiple heads, if no association with a particular head is found,
the user is informed and he can choose where to add the new version. When only one head is
present, and the new file is recognized as being a new version, the existing tree is modified by
extending it with the new file, and setting this new entry as the current head. All the locations
of the parent’s entry v0 are passed on to the new head entry v1, and a new directed edge
between the two is created with the New Version relation. After the file history graph has
been updated, if there were online versions of this file, these are automatically updated on the
cloud storage services.

Figure 3.6: A new version of a file was created on our file history graph.
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Figure 3.7: A rename of a file was created on our file history graph.

Figure 3.8: A copy of a file was created on our file history graph.
Detecting a rename of a file can be tricky, therefore we plan on doing this in a best effort
way. When a rename occurs, our file history graph will find the node where the rename
occurred and create an identical node copy for it. These two nodes will be linked by the
Renamed relationship. Only the new renamed entry on the tree will be considered for future
extensions, as shown by the dotted arrow in Figure 3.7. A rename is propagated only locally.
This means that in the new entry on our file history graph, only the path of the renamed file
will be updated. The other path locations where the original file is stored, if any, will remain
unchanged, because our file history graph knows which files belong together.
Copy relationships are created when duplicates of a file exist on the same device. A copy
of a file is detected on the file history graph by performing a match search based on the
file’s content hash. If a hit occurs, it is checked whether that node already has a location for
that device. If this is the case, this file is recognized as a copy of another one, and the file
history graph is updated accordingly. This means that a new entry v1 is created with a Copy
relationship pointing to it from the hit node v0. Both nodes will be marked as a head, which
allows both copies to be extended separately as shown in Figure 3.8 by the dotted arrows.
This design choice was based on the premise that if a person makes a copy of a file it is
usually because he wants to keep that file’s state as is for the time being. Therefore linking
and updating files and their copies all together upon every modification made little sense.
File conflicts exists on the file history graph only until a conflict resolution method is chosen.
A conflict occurs when a file was simultaneously modified from different locations, or when
the user is working with an outdated version of a file. Once the user decides on a conflict resolution method, this cannot be changed. Figure 3.9 shows this conflict situation by using the
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Figure 3.9: A conflict situation occurred on our file history graph.

Figure 3.10: A conflict situation where the user chose the Replace other option.
ghost node and the Conflict relationship. All detected conflicts need to be manually dealt with
by the user. The relationships that can occur only after a conflict was resolved are Replaced
By and Fork. As we are not building a full versioning system with conflict resolution, we give
the user three possible outcomes he can choose from, although it is possible to include more
advanced techniques, such as ’merge’, in the future.
Replace Other The current file the user is working with, v1, replaces the conflicting file v0.
The file history graph’s behavior can be seen in Figure 3.10. When this resolution is
chosen, the local file v1 is uploaded and becomes the new head, inheriting all locations
of the other node, including the online ones. The previous head node v0 will have a
directed Replaced By relationship to the node v1. As v0 was replaced, on subsequent
update calls from the various clients, all the locations that belonged to v0 will eventually be replaced with the file’s new version v1. This means that node v1 is the only
node that can be extended in the future.
Replace Mine The current file the user is working with is locally replaced by the conflicting
file v0. This means that the user decided to keep the file v0 already in the file history
graph. Before the local replace operation takes place, the metadata of the user’s current
file is uploaded to the file history graph to keep a complete overview of the file’s evolution. The node v0 will be assigned an additional location and between the two nodes
a directed Replaced By relationship is created as Figure 3.11 illustrates. v0 is the only
node extensible for future file versions.
Keep Both Both conflicting files are kept, each receiving their own node entry on the file history graph and becoming head nodes. Figure 3.12 shows the Fork relationship between
these two nodes and the dotted arrows signify that both entries can be independently
extended in the future. As these two entries are independent from one another, they
share no same locations.
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Figure 3.11: A conflict situation where the user chose the Replace mine option.

Figure 3.12: A conflict situation where the user chose the Keep both option.
Data Model
Our model consists of nodes and relationships that form a history tree for each file. In our
model we only save a file’s metadata, but not the actual file. Every file has its own sub-tree
in our file history graph and the first version of each file forms the tree’s root. Each tree can
have one or more leaf nodes, called heads, where the ’head’ attribute in a node signalizes the
extension possibility for this tree.
Every entry needs a way to be uniquely identified. To reflect this, each node will have attributes to identify its role in the tree, ’root’ or ’head’, and a unique ID to access it. Additionally,
a file’s specific information will be saved in the attributes, as well as its synchronization type.
A file can be saved on various devices and cloud storage services. Our model considers these
different location details and provides each entry with multiple location information, distinguishing between local files and online ones. To detect possible duplicate entries or copies,
we use a file’s content hash as an additional key, and when an existing entry needs an update,
we rely on the unique ID to recognize the entry to modify.
Figure 3.13 illustrates our model where the two building blocks are nodes and relationships.
A node entry can be one of four different types: deleted, ghost, history and normal. The
relationships, on the other hand, represent the operations performed on a file and consist of:
new version, rename, copy and conflict. The latter can lead to two resolution methods which
are fork or replaced by. Both our building blocks have a ’creation time’ or ’last updated’
attribute to help identify the causality of the operations performed to a file entry. Each relationship connects two nodes, while a node on the other hand can have many relationships.
Each node has attributes to uniquely identify it and its role in the tree, as well as information
about its stored locations and about the file itself. A node can only be associated with one
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Figure 3.13: File history graph data model.
file, although this file can be replicated on various devices and cloud storage services. Therefore a node entry can be related to many locations, while in turn each location can only be
associated to one node entry.
Design Decisions
Our file history graph deals with file versions that naturally form a tree shape. Therefore we
chose to use a graph database as the underlying technology, in order to better represent this
versioning structure. Graph databases let us store our information in a graph manner, and
in addition, they already provide functionalities for graph traversal, which makes our task of
finding the latest version of a file easier compared to a relational database.
We decided that our file history graph would provide selected functionalities, because we
were not interested in building a new versioning or revision control solution. As an example,
we do not support file restorations to a previous version. Further, we decided to focus only
on single file information in our file history graph. This means that our nodes will only
contain file metadata and information about the file’s local and online locations, although an
extension can be developed for folder support. The reason why we chose not to save the
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whole file in the file history graph is that we do not wish to create a new Dropbox or Google
Drive application. Since the current cloud storage services work so well, we use them for the
actual file saving. For this reason our file history graph is used only to save extra information
about files for their reconciliation, tracking and synchronization across the user’s devices.
During the development phase, we decided that our file history graph should be an independent cloud service. This was because not all cloud storage services provide the same kind of
history tracking functionality, and some do not provide any at all. We debated various possibilities for storing our file history graph. A simple solution consisted of saving a file, with
the file history graph information in it, on one of the cloud storage services. This approach
was problematic for several reasons. One issue was its accessibility. If a particular cloud storage was unavailable, no information for our file history graph could be updated, and we also
risked that all of the information would be lost. The second problem was that simultaneous
editing of this file from multiple devices could lead to conflicts. This would require the user’s
intervention, or leave us with an inconsistent state of the file history graph. At that point it
was clear that developing the file history graph as its own cloud service was the preferable
option. With its centralized information repository, it allows file histories to always be available and accessible from multiple devices, even when some of them are turned off. Since a
central repository for file history availability and accessibility was also mentioned in previous
work as being a desired quality when dealing with distributed data across multiple devices,
we designed our solution accordingly.

4

Architecture and Implementation
The concepts and design decisions presented in Chapter 3 have been used to implement a
working prototype of our system for Windows 7. It fulfills our aims of reducing the user’s
information fragmentation perception and tracking, reuniting and automatically updating files
spread out across multiple devices. Our research prototype, called Cloudtips, consists of the
following major components: the cloud storages, the server with the file history graph, and
the client. Four distinct functionalities are also provided: the abstraction layer, the file history
service, the background service with the synchronizing logic, and the user interfaces. We start
out this chapter by describing our system’s architecture and how its main components relate
to each other. Afterwards we present implementation details for the four main functionalities
our Cloudtips system provides.

4.1

Architecture

Our system is composed of the cloud storages, the server with the file history graph, and the
client, as illustrated in Figure 4.1. The latter component is comprised of the synchronizing
logic, the local file monitoring service, the local cache, and the user interface. Cloudtips was
designed for Windows 7 and is written in Java 7. For the communication between these main
components we used Representational State Transfer (REST) APIs. REST is an architectural
style used especially in distributed settings with clients and servers, where requests are initiated by a client and sent to the listening server which then processes them [16]. REST is
based on the HTTP protocol and uses its verbs GET, POST, PUT and DELETE to respectively get information, add it, update it, or delete it from the server. When communicating,
our system parts exchange data through a JavaScript Object Notation (JSON)1 object. We
1

JSON: http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4627
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Figure 4.1: Overview of our system’s architecture.
chose this text-based format as it is easy for humans to read and write, machines can parse
and generate it with little effort, and it is language-independent.
In the rest of this section we give an overview of each part of our 2-tier architecture and their
interactions with one another.
Cloud Storages
The cloud storages component is responsible for the communication between our system and
the cloud storage services. Its goal is to provide a uniform way to interact with different cloud
storage services, and so ease the interoperability barrier between them.
From the many available cloud storage services, we chose three popular ones to work with
namely Dropbox, Google Drive, and SkyDrive. All of them exposed the functionalities
needed for our Cloudtips system as public REST APIs, which permitted us to create an abstraction layer, independent from any cloud storage services, to uniformly communicate with
these services from our application. This eliminates the need to install the local cloud storage
services’ applications, although our program could be deployed in parallel to these without
difficulty. Thanks to our cloud abstraction layer, we have a global API for communicating
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with these cloud storage services. This makes the extension of our system to include further
functionalities, such as support for shared data, or the addition of other cloud storage services
possible.
Server
The server is our back-end component and hosts our file history service, implemented with
the help of a graph database. Our history graph is file-based and its main tasks are to provide
all clients with a centralized file information repository to allow automatic updates to files,
and to keep track of information about versions, copies, and file histories. On the server there
is full functionality for the creation and handling of the different file history graphs. The
file history graph is always the first place that is updated when changes occur, as it needs to
provide all distributed clients with the same consistent view of the file’s state. In order for the
server to communicate with the client, a REST API was implemented using Spark2 .
Client
The last part of our architecture is the client, implemented in Java 7. It has various responsibilities. The first one is to remember which files and folders were synchronized with the
file history service and the cloud storage services. To achieve this we have a local cache,
where all synchronized data is recorded. The next responsibility consists of detecting online
changes. This means that selected folders on our cloud storage services are monitored, and
when these or their contents are modified, the corresponding local files and server entries are
updated. The last responsibility is to periodically check for new updates on the server and
update the local synchronized files accordingly. This guarantees that local files are up to date
on the client device. Additionally, our client provides the user interface for our application.
The goal of our client component is to maintain a consistent view of the files and folders on
different devices and cloud storage services at all times. Therefore, each client component
was set up to be individually responsible for synchronizing itself with both the file history
service and cloud storage services, in order to obtain information on the most recent changes.
Between client devices, no synchronization takes place. Our client component hosts two
REST APIs, one for the communication with the cloud storage services, through an abstraction layer, and the other for the communication with the server’s file history service.
The front-end of our system, the Cloudtips user interface, is integrated into the Windows
Explorer. It allows the upload and synchronization of files and folders with our file history
service, and the cloud storage services, through a right-click menu entry.

4.2

Cloud Abstraction Layer

The cloud abstraction layer offers the client a uniform way to interact with different cloud
storage services. Our Cloudtips system uses cloud storage services to store the actual shared
2

Spark: http://www.sparkjava.com
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files and folders, since these services are specifically designed to support this functionality.
For each upload the user can choose between various synchronization methods, defined on a
per file basis or for entire folders. To prove this concept, we focus on 2-way synchronization
with ’only local delete propagations’ and with ’delete propagations to all devices’, although
other synchronization methods could be employed as well, like for example 1-way.
Our prototype allows the user to choose any folder or file, located anywhere in the file system,
to upload online and to synchronize across all devices. This reduces the user’s need for
creating physical copies of the files, or disrupting his file hierarchies by moving or copying a
file to the designated folder of the cloud storage service. For interacting with Cloudtips, these
cloud storage services needed to support the following functionalities:
Login Exposes a OAuth 1.03 or a OAuth 2.04 login mechanism to allow the user a one-time
sign in to his cloud storage service directly from our application.
Get Account Quota Gets a user’s account quota. This function is used to check the amount
of free space on an cloud storage service before uploading a file.
Search Searches for files or folders according to their names. This is used to avoid creating
entries with the same names, which avoids name clashes, especially for folders.
Upload Uploads a file or folder to the chosen cloud storage service. The storage’s free space
is checked beforehand and the user is informed if more space is needed.
Delete Deletes a file or folder from the cloud storage service.
Download Downloads a file from the cloud storage service to the local computer, with a
specified path assigned by our system. This is used when automatically updating data
or when a new entry was detected on the cloud storage service.
Get Changes Gets the file changes that occurred on a cloud storage service by using a reference token. This token represents the last time the service was queried for changes.
All supported cloud storage service APIs5 6 7 expose most of these functionalities, but their
implementations differ slightly. The most demanding parts to unify were parent directories,
name clashes, and change deltas. In the following we will take a closer look at each one.
Parent Directories
Parent directories are defined differently for our selected cloud storage services. When uploading a file to one of these storage services, we need to specify in what directory the file
will be stored in. For this we need to know the file’s parent directory reference. There are
two ways to refer to parent folders. One is by providing the whole path from the root of
the cloud storage service to the parent folder. The other is to simply provide the ID of the
parent folder. In both cases, these references are used when accessing a folder on a cloud
3

OAuth 1.0: http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5849
OAuth 2.0: http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6749
5
Dropbox API: https://www.dropbox.com/developers/core/docs
6
Google Drive API: https://developers.google.com/drive/v2/reference
7
SkyDrive API: http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/live/hh826521.aspx
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storage service, for example when obtaining metadata, changing or deleting it, or, in most
cases, when uploading a file.
On Dropbox the parent folder of a file can be found by requesting the file’s parent path.
This allows to know the exact location of a file on the Dropbox service. Google Drive and
SkyDrive instead have a parent ID. In these cases one cannot tell where the file is located on
this service by simply looking at a file’s parent. Here a function to resolve the file’s path to
the root is needed. When uploading files to all three cloud storage services, the exact storage
path can be specified. After a file is uploaded to Google Drive or SkyDrive, there is no way
of knowing the path location by simply reading a file’s attributes. For Dropbox this is not the
case. For all three services, if a file needs to be stored in a specific folder whose name is not
known, the ID of that folder needs to be provided, otherwise the path reference to it suffices
in most cases. This means that for the various cloud storage services, different information
regarding the parent locations must be saved upon file or folder upload. Before any upload
is performed, the storage’s quota is checked for available free space and the user informed if
not enough space is available.
1
2
3
4
5

File file = new File(localFilePath);
FileInputStream inputStream = new FileInputStream(file);
String storageLocation = "/Pictures/Rome/Colosseum.jpg";
Entry entry = dropboxAPI.putFile(storageLocation, inputStream,
file.length(), null, null);

Listing 4.1: File upload for Dropbox.
As Listing 4.1 shows, for a Dropbox upload, the full storage path where the file will be stored
online needs to be specified, which means the entire path starting from the root and going all
the way to the desired filename. Some extra information like the input stream of the file, and
the file length in bytes, also needs to be provided. In addition, extra parameters can be set
to specify if the entry is a new upload, and if the information regarding the progress of the
upload is desired. For SkyDrive (Listing 4.2) instead, the specific path to the parent folder
can be provided if known, and otherwise the ID of the parent folder suffices. Of course the
file itself, and its name to display on the storage, need to be passed as parameters.
1

2
3

// The storageLocation variable can be set as a path if known,
e.g. storageLocation = "me/skydrive";
// or as the parent folder’s ID like below
String storageLocation =
"folder.c258c1fc8af7f509.C258C1FC8AF7F509!1099";

4
5
6

7

File file = new File(localFilePath);
LiveOperation uploadInfo = skyDriveAPI.upload(storageLocation,
fileName, file);
JSONObject result = uploadInfo.getResult();

Listing 4.2: File upload for SkyDrive.
Google Drive is the service that differs the most for this particular functionality. When uploading a file to any folder, except the root one, the parent’s folder ID needs to be specifically
set for that file. Additional parameters like file title, MIME type and description should also
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be provided. For this functionality, the Google Drive API requires the use of a special Google
file type in addition to the normal java.io.File, and more preparation code is needed
(Listing 4.3). A file in Google Drive can have multiple parents, so setting a parent’s reference
requires adding it to the existing parent’s list.
1

// import com.google.api.services.drive.model.File

2
3
4
5
6
7

// Set file metadata.
File body = new File();
body.setTitle(fileName);
body.setDescription("Vacation Info");
body.setMimeType(mimeType);

8
9
10
11

// Set parent folder
String parentId = "0B52FSFDfptHOODRvZkVVb2pUaGM";
body.setParents(Arrays.asList(new
ParentReference().setId(parentId)));

12
13
14
15

// Prepare file contents
java.io.File fileContent = new java.io.File(localFilePath);
FileContent mediaContent = new FileContent(mimeType, fileContent);

16
17
18

// Upload
File file = googleDriveAPI.files().insert(body,
mediaContent).execute();

Listing 4.3: File upload for Google Drive.
When uploading a file or folder to a cloud storage service we need to locally save its information returned from the API, because this information allows us to later search for a specific
file or folder. We have a local cache to save this data. The most important attributes to store
are file and folder IDs. As an example, Dropbox is the only service where a file’s metadata is
retrievable based on its stored location on the cloud storage service. This can also be figured
out manually by accessing the online web interface. For the other two services, this is only
possible if the ID of the file or folder is known.
Name Clashes
Name clashes between files occur when multiple occurrences of a file with identical name
are added to the same cloud storage service location. Each cloud storage service handles the
upload of a file with the same name in a different way.
When uploading a file to Dropbox, if a file with the same name already exists, the new
file name will be appended with an extension, for example ’hello.txt’ will become ’hello
(1).txt’. This happens automatically, so after an upload the programmer needs to check that
the uploaded name matches the returned metadata’s name. In Google Drive, it does not matter
if multiple files have the same name upon upload, as each gets its own file. Most likely the
different uploading times and metadata allow same-name entries.
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Since there was no open-source SkyDrive client available, we ported the SkyDrive uploader
project for Android8 to work on Java 7. By using this project, when uploading a file with
a name already present at that location on SkyDrive, an exception was thrown. Therefore
before uploading any file, a search for that file name was performed to avoid clashes. If
instead we refer to the SkyDrive API documentation9 , it notes that by default if a file with the
same name already exists it will be overwritten unless otherwise specified.
We decided to add a universally unique identifier (UUID) to each file name before uploading it to avoid name clashes altogether. An example is to consider the file ’hello.txt’
on the local computer. Its name will be transformed to ’hello.56bf5923-806c-4221-ab0f0723274de440.txt’ when uploaded online to prevent name clashes. In so doing, some extra
logic is needed within our application when downloading files to the local computer, for example in the case of an automatic update. The UUID from the name needs to vanish before a
search with that file name can take place in the local cache. This is necessary because on the
cloud storage services no information about local paths, and other files linked to the original
file, is stored. Therefore this information needs to be retrieved locally before a download to
the right location is possible.
The same problem exists for folders. In this case, before a folder is uploaded or created
online, a search function will be called to check the existence of that folder. If a hit is found,
that folder’s metadata will be returned instead of creating a new folder entry. This means that
entries for folders with the same names will be merged into one. For this reason we did not
add a UUID to a folder’s name.
Change Deltas
In this paragraph we focus only on the functionality provided by the APIs to get the changes
from the cloud storage services. We do not address how they are then dealt with on our local
client.
In order to detect changes made online, and therefore outside the local system where our
program was running, a puller thread was implemented on the client’s side. A change, also
called a delta, is information about a file or folder that helps maintain the local state of a
client’s machine up to date with the cloud storage’s local state. As the Dropbox’s API documentation suggests10 , a delta pull should be re-performed in an interval period lasting more
than 5 minutes.
For this functionality the implementations of the cloud storage services differ as well from
one another. Dropbox and Google Drive provide a ’get changes’ feature from the cloud
storages, where both list the files that were modified, added or deleted from the storage since
the last pull. They also provide a change token that needs to be passed on consecutive calls to
prevent getting the same set of changes again. This token needs to be stored locally in order
to be retrievable the next time. Although similar, these two storage services still have some
differences in the ways the lists of changes are provided.
8

SkyDrive Android uploader project: https://github.com/fabiopedrosa/SkydriveUploader
SkyDrive API Documentation:
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/live/
hh826531.aspx#uploading files
10
Dropbox API Documentation: http://www.dropbox.com/developers/core/api#delta
9
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For Dropbox, a simple call provides a list of delta entries to be iterated over. If more entries
exist, this will be noted with some special parameters. Each delta entry is a list with two
arguments in it, either [<path>, <metadata>] for an existing entry, or [<path>, null]
for a deleted entry. The interesting part is that the file’s path entry is provided all in lower
case regardless of its original format. When metadata is provided, which means the entry still
exists and was modified, the original case-sensitive path can be recovered. When a file was
deleted instead, no metadata is provided, causing only the case-insensitive file name to be
available. In this latter case, when performing searches on the local database for the specific
entry name to be deleted, care must be taken in finding the right corresponding entry, since
no unique ID for this entry is given, and we only have the lower case file path to work with.
With the Google Drive API, this task is much easier compared to Dropbox. A list of all the
change entries is returned after the first call. The user can specify directly in the call if deleted
changes are not desired.
The functionality to get file and folder changes was not provided by the SkyDrive API, so
we had to implement our own version of it. On every call, all the contents of the storage
needed to be recovered. To recognize the most recent changes, we generated a timestamp of
the system’s current time, which was set after every pull. This timestamp was stored locally
to allow a comparison between it and the file and folder metadata, in order to filter out the
new changes. This method is by no means efficient but here we are not aiming on efficiency,
only on a proof of concept solution.

4.3

File History Service

Our file history service is a core part of Cloudtips. It is independent from cloud storage
services, is file-based and stores a file’s version information, copies and links to related files.
Only support for updating outdated file versions is provided, and there is no way to restore
a file to its previous versions. As described in Chapter 3, our file history graph consists of
relationships and different node types. Thanks to its centralized location, each client device
can synchronize itself with it and keep all of their local and online files up to date.
The underlying technology used is Neo4j11 , which is a Java graph database. This means all
of the data is stored in a graph structure with nodes and relationships. We chose this type
of database for our file history graph since a graph structure is the best way to represent
our file histories. Neo4j offers the possibility for both a stand-alone and an embedded database, and provides its own REST API for the database communication. Multiple instances
of this database can run on the same machine, a very practical feature when simulating multiple client devices at once during our implementation phase. Additionally, this technology
provides a simple way to create nodes and relationships, straightforward querying languages
like Cypher, similar to SQL, and graph traversal algorithms.
Creating two nodes and a relationship between them can be achieved with three function
calls as shown in Listing 4.4. Indexes on nodes or relationships can also be created for faster
lookups but these need to be managed manually. Each modifying call to the database has to
11

Neo4j: http://www.neo4j.org
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be encapsulated in a transaction. The basic required structure for a transaction is presented in
Listing 4.5, where the use of indexes is visible as well.
Node a = graphDB.createNode();
Node b = graphDB.createNode();
Relationship rel = a.createRelationshipTo(b, MyRels.REL_TYPE);
//Now we have: (a) -- REL_TYPE --> (b)

Listing 4.4: Node and relationship creation with Neo4j.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Transaction tx = graphDB.beginTx();
try {
//DB modifying action
Node newNode = createCypherNodeWithProperties(properties);
nodeIndex.putIfAbsent(newNode, ID_KEY, newNode.getProperty("id"));
tx.success();
} catch (Exception e) {
tx.failure(); //optional
} finally {
tx.finish();
}

Listing 4.5: Neo4j transaction structure and manual index management.
Queries can be defined for a specific tree node, or generalized over all database entries. Listing 4.6 shows an example for a simple traversing of a versioning tree. Here a Cypher query
is presented that figures out if a particular node, identified by its index ID, has outgoing Copy
relationships to its direct neighbors. The first two lines define the structure used to pass parameters to the query, which in this case is only the entry’s unique ID. The next line shows
the prepared query statement, where the node is retrieved from the ’nodes’ index by its ID,
and checked for any outgoing Copy relationships to its direct neighbors. The number of all
matching relationships found is then returned with the label ’rels’. The following two statements instead serve to insert the defined parameters in the query before its execution on the
database.
1
2
3

4
5

HashMap<String, Object> params = new HashMap<String, Object>();
params.put("id", "id:" + id);
String query = "START n = node:nodes({id}) MATCH n -[r:COPY]->()
RETURN count(r) AS rels";
ExecutionEngine engine = new ExecutionEngine(graphDB);
ExecutionResult result = engine.execute(query, params);

Listing 4.6: Cypher query to figure out whether a node has Copy relationships to its direct
neighbors.
A more complex query to get all the heads of a specific history tree is displayed in Listing 4.7.
Here it is not clear if the entry of interest is current or outdated, but we wish to find its most
up to date version. Starting from this node entry, a search downwards the versioning tree is
performed to find all the reachable, not deleted, leaf entries. In the query we specify to search
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only along outgoing relationship paths. These paths can have a length of ’0’ or more steps,
with ’0’ meaning that our starting entry is itself a head. Here we could specify if just certain
types of relationships should be followed. The WITH keyword makes sure that the previous
query parts have executed before continuing with the rest of the query. The exclamation
mark in x.head! = true means that if the ’head’ property is missing for a particular entry,
the query should return false and ignore that particular node. When the ’head’ property is
present, the query should only consider entries where this property is set to ’true’. Once
done, the resulting entries are filtered with distinct(x) – as we do not wish for duplicates
– and they are assigned the name ’headID’ to later facilitate their access.
String query = "START n = node:nodes({id}) MATCH n -[*0..]-> x
WITH x WHERE x.head! = true and x.deleted! = false WITH x
RETURN distinct(x) AS headID";

Listing 4.7: Cypher query to get all the head entries for a specific history tree.
In addition, this database technology provides online visualization tools to see the graph
contents and modify them if desired, which was very helpful in the development phase of
our system. Figure 4.2 shows an extract of our database contents. Four history graphs for
different files are displayed, each one showing the file’s evolution, and the relationship types
and behaviors as described in Section 3.3. For a concrete example let us consider the 1st
graph. For this history tree, a new version of the file was created before a conflict between
nodes 1748 and 1749 occurred. The user decided to keep both copies so a Fork relationship
between them was created. In the future, both nodes are extended separately as the New
Version relationships highlight.
The goals of our file history service are to help keep track of distributed file information,
reunite similar files, provide the basis to maintain the actual files up to date, and recognize
conflicts amongst files. To this end we implemented a ’file-outdated recognition’ functionality
and a conflict resolution method. In order to recognize when these two cases take place,
amongst other ones, every file information sent to our file history service goes through the
same logical flow-chart process seen in Figure 4.3. When a new file’s metadata arrives on our
server it will first be checked for an ID. If provided, the corresponding entry will be selected
from our database and then checked both for deletion and to see if it is the most recent entry
on that tree. Where the entry is a tree leaf, it will be updated accordingly by either adding the
new information to it or, for instance, by creating a new version of it. When an entry is not
the leaf of its tree, this means that this file has a newer version somewhere along its path to
the leaf. In this case our file history graph is traversed and all leaves stemming from this node
are retrieved and returned. Subsequently, the user is informed of these possible conflicts, so
that he knows he was adding or modifying an outdated version of the file.
When an ID is not provided from the start, the whole graph is searched for matches, based on
the file’s hash. If more than one file is found, the user will be informed about this, otherwise
an automatic update process will take place with the single entry found. When no match is
found, similarity heuristics are applied to find similar entries for the file. If such are found,
the user is informed and asked to confirm their correspondence. In the case where both
searches do not return entries, the file history service will start a new history tree for this file’s
information.
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Figure 4.2: Neo4j web admin interface showing four history graphs for different files.
Apart from the logic needed to recognize the correct way to modify the file history graph, a
unique way to access entries was also necessary. To identify each entry and update our file
history graph, we used a hash history approach similar to the one presented in Section 2.4.
This means that each entry can be identified by its hash. Since a file’s content hash is unique,
it is possible to find other file matches in the file history tree. In addition, all entries of the file
history graph are assigned a unique ID generated on the server side to uniquely identify them
from the clients. Since the node IDs provided by Neo4j are reused when a node is deleted, we
generated our own unique IDs on the server to avoid unrelated entries to falsely be confused
with one another.
Our program can be deployed from different devices, which means that an entry can be modified or updated from various locations. In order for a client to notice when an entry has
changed, we added a timestamp to the node’s properties. This timestamp is assigned by the
server on node creation, and updated every time the entry is accessed. We wanted something simple so we chose not to include any time zone information in our timestamp. For
this reason, to maintain a timestamp’s global validity, the server needed to distribute it to
our entries, because a user might be in a different time zone when using his personal device,
possibly creating a younger instead of an older timestamp if generated directly on the client’s
device. This cloud mislead our client software and possibly cause erroneous updates.
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Figure 4.3: File history graph logic overview.
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Background Service

The background service is part of our client component and is implemented in Java 7. The
main functionalities provided are monitoring local changes to the file system, and synchronizing and updating files, by pulling the modifications from both the cloud storage services
and the file history service.
In our implementation we support any file format, and single file or entire recursive folder
uploads to the cloud storage services. As we only consider file entries in our file history
graph, the folder information is only cached locally on each computer. Once a file or folder is
uploaded or synchronized with our system, a watcher process starts monitoring it for changes.
The change events considered are create, delete, modify and rename. We try to detect renames
by monitoring the deletion and creation operations that files trigger on the local file system,
and by using a special library, jpathwatch12 , to help identify rename events. File moves and
copies are also caught as best we can through the creation events.
Our prototype includes a local cache. It is stored on the client’s device and consists of a Neo4j
database. In this cache we save only the information of the latest version for the local files and
folders that were synchronized with our system. This means that this graph database will only
have single node entries and no relationships. We chose Neo4j for our cache as its installation
was very simple, it could be started and accessed directly from the Java code, and most of
the database functionality required was already implemented for our file history service. The
attributes saved for file entries closely resemble the ones presented in Section 3.3. A folder
entry requires different attributes. For example, because a folder’s size is ’0’, this attribute
was replaced by a boolean flag ’isDir’. For our background monitoring service to know how
and what change events to handle a ’status’ entry for folders was added as well. To support
the various drives a computer can have, for both these entry types, we added a ’driveLetter’
attribute for path resolutions. Locally we additionally store one device entry with the device’s
name and unique ID properties to allow entry identification per device on the server.
Since our watcher process only supports entire folder monitoring, we needed a way to tell
the system whether it should act on each change event triggered in a folder, or only consider
changes to a specific file of that folder. Therefore, when a user selects a file in our system,
we locally cache its parent folder with the status property set to ’single’. Single means that
although the entire folder is being watched, only single files were actually uploaded. This
means that if the watcher detects any changes in that folder, it will locally check whether that
file should be acted upon or not. In the case where a whole directory is uploaded, this folder
entry will be locally cached with the ’all’ status and our system will know it can handle every
change event for that folder’s contents, including subfolders.
Our program starts running on system startup and periodically checks all local files cached
against the entries on the file history graph for changes. Also, in a periodical manner, changes
are pulled from each cloud storage service, and compared with the local ones. Where discrepancies are detected, these files are automatically updated in the cache, or the user is informed
that a conflict situation has occurred. Any update to a file is propagated across all the user’s
devices. For these synchronization processes, two threads are needed. The cloud storage
12

jpathwatch Library: http://jpathwatch.wordpress.com
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thread compares the local cached entries with the changes provided from the cloud storage
APIs, and where needed server and local changes are performed. On each cloud storage
service we monitor a default folder, where all single file uploads are stored, as well as the
folders which were uploaded as a whole. These latter ones are replicated in the root of the
cloud storage services with all their subfolders. Online file additions are considered for the
monitored folders and respectively downloaded locally. If the added online file was in our
default folder, it will locally be downloaded to a default folder in the user’s home directory.
The server updater, our second thread, works as follows. Periodically it retrieves for each
local cache entry the corresponding one on the server. If this entry is still the head entry, it
will be checked for attribute updates, otherwise the new heads for this history tree will be
retrieved. In the case of a single head, an automatic update can be performed. When multiple
heads are present, the user is informed and needs to decide which entry is the correct one for
the update.
External devices like USB sticks are also supported in our application to some extent. A
device scanner is implemented to detect when external drives are in use. Once plugged in,
the system will scan their local cache and check for updates with our file history service.

4.5

User Interface

This section presents the user interfaces our system provides, and how the integration with
the Windows Explorer menu works. A user can access our system through an entry in the
Windows Explorer menu, and further interactions with it occur through the two main user
interfaces. The first one tells the system what to do for a specific file or folder, while the
second one deals with file conflicts and file similarities. These two user interfaces are part
of our client component and are both implemented using JavaFX13 . JavaFX is a framework
based on Java for building rich client applications. It is supported by various platforms, on
the desktop, and in the web browsers, and as of Java SE 7 update 6, it is directly offered and
installed with Java SE as a native library.
Windows Explorer Menu Entry
As pointed out in Section 2.3, users prefer using a familiar application, or an extension of
it, rather than one that forced them to use new organizing methods or a new interface. We
agree with this, and therefore we integrated our system directly within the Windows Explorer
menu.
We wanted our Cloudtips application to be accessible for any file type and folder, at any
location in the file system. To this end, we created a static entry for our application in the
Windows Explorer context menu and gave it its own icon. This way our application could be
easily started by right-clicking the desired file or folder, and selecting Cloudtips as Figure 4.4
illustrates. This simple procedure assures that users familiar with Windows 7 can easily use
our system.
13

JavaFX: http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javafx/overview/index.html
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Once a user selects a file and launches Cloudtips with a right-click, the registry entry will
inform Windows to get and pass the file’s path to a batch file we created, which in turn will
call our JavaFX Cloudtips user interface.
1
2

[HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\*\shell\Cloudtips\command]
@="\"C:\\Users\\me\\Apps\\startCloudtipsGUIJar.bat\" \"%1\""

3
4
5

[HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\Directory\Shell\Cloudtips\command]
@="\"C:\\Users\\me\\Apps\\startCloudtipsGUIJar.bat\" \"%1\""

Listing 4.8: Windows registry commands needed to create a static entry in the Windows
Explorer menu.
Listing 4.8 shows the registry entry commands we used to add our application to the Windows
Explorer menu. Line 1 represents the registry entry needed for our application to be visible
by its name in the context menu and launched for every file type, while line 4 represents the
entry needed for folders. The statements at lines 2 and 5 show the action that Windows will
perform when right-clicking our Cloudtips entry from its context menu. Here the path to our
batch file is specified and the final ”%1” tells the Windows system to pass the file’s path as
an argument to our script. The contents of our batch script can be found in Listing 4.9. The
first two lines set the right location for our program’s execution, while the last line starts it.
In the last line the meaning of the two asterisks differs. The first one signalizes the program
to include all libraries in the current folder, which in this case is only the JavaFX one. The
second asterisk instead, preceded by a %, passes the file’s path as an argument to our user
interface program. The same procedure is also valid for folders.
1
2
3

@set SCRIPT_DIR=%˜dp0
cd "%SCRIPT_DIR%cloudtips/cloudtips-GUI/target"
@java -cp * "ch.ethz.globis.cloudtips.clientGUI.Main" %*

Listing 4.9: Batch script to call and start our application.

Cloudtips User Interface
This interface is shown to the user once our system is started. To not overwhelm the user with
functionalities and parameters, we decided to keep this interface simple and so promote ease
of use.
A screenshot of the interface can be found in Figure 4.5. Here the user is asked what he
would like to do with the selected file. The first choice regards the synchronization method
preferred. As mentioned, our prototype system provides two synchronization possibilities
although extending it to include more options is possible. The first one, 2 way with deletion,
simply means that if this file is deleted, all its linked copies, in all locations, will also be
deleted. Put in a more simple way, the deletion of the file is propagated through all devices
and online locations that contain that file. The second synchronization option instead allows
for only local file deletes, keeping all other files intact.
In a second step, the user can choose what action he would like to perform with the current
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Figure 4.4: Our system is started by right-clicking a file or folder and selecting the Cloudtips
entry. This is possible for any file or folder in the file system, thanks to our integration of it
into the Windows Explorer menu.
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Figure 4.5: Cloudtips user interface when starting the system through the Windows Explorer
menu.
file. By simply adding the file, the user informs our system that this file now belongs to
it, and that it should start tracking its changes, or check if similar files already exist. With
this action the file is monitored by our system, but not uploaded online. For an upload, the
second button should be selected, as well as a cloud storage service. Once the two steps are
performed, the user can choose to cancel the action, or synchronize the file with our system.
For the synchronization with Cloudtips, the user interface needs to communicate with our
client’s background service and synchronizing logic. For this to happen, we built a small
Spark REST API to let these two parts communicate.
In a later point in time, if a user would like to manually force an update, change settings, or
upload the file to yet another cloud storage service supported, he only needs to restart the program for that file and change the settings. This time, instead of having the Add option in step
2, the user will see an Update option. Also, the user interface will display the last parameters the user chose, that means if the 2 way with no deletion synchronization was chosen the
previous time, this option will automatically be selected. For cloud storage services, the user
will only be provided with the remaining options offered in our program for upload. Thanks
to this dynamic interface adaptation, the user will always know if a file is monitored by our
system or not. For the more tech-savvy users, our system can be set up to run as a console
application.
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Figure 4.6: Example of a local conflict between two files.
Conflict Resolution User Interface
When the system recognizes that a conflict occurred between files, it will inform the user
through a user interface and give him three options to deal with the conflict. These options
are Replace other, Replace mine and Keep both as described in more detail in the Section 3.3.
A file conflict can be detected between local files, and also between files on different devices.
When a conflict occurs, Cloudtips informs the user by displaying a user interface as Figure
4.6 shows. In this case, we only have a local conflict with another file. On the top of this
interface, information can be found regarding the current file the user just added or uploaded
to the system, and which created the conflict. Right below it some information about the conflict situation is shown. The table lists all possible files conflicting with the current one, and
displays the attributes of these other files such as their names, locations, sizes and modification times. The last column entry instead, displays the type of conflict that occurred between
these files. In this example, our file is outdated and a newer version exists in a different local
folder.
The next step is for the user to choose the table entry he wants to resolve the conflict with.
Having multiple entries means that the current file conflicts with multiple other ones, as for
example the versioning tree might have multiple leaves signaling many updated versions.
Once the user decides on the entry he wants to resolve the conflict for, the three bottom
buttons will display with the options Replace other, Replace mine and Keep both for him to
choose from. Once a conflict resolution type has been selected and executed, this operation
cannot be undone in the system.
When a file is added or uploaded to our system, it is possible that the system finds a similar
one based on attributes such as name and MIME type. For this case, a similar user interface
appears to the user as the one shown in Figure 4.6. The only difference here is that there is an
extra Create new button on the bottom. This additional option allows the user to start a new
file history tree for his file, if the files presented by Cloudtips were not perceived by the user
as similar or the same ones.

5

Evaluation

For the evaluation of our prototype system we conducted a user study to better understand
how people move and share files between their personal devices, allowing them to work on
their data from any location. To this end, four scenarios were prepared. Our participants
performed each one of these, once using our Cloudtips system, and once using the native
desktop clients of our three selected cloud storage services: Dropbox, Google Drive and
SkyDrive.
The goals we wanted to achieve with our study are twofold. On one hand we wanted the user
to compare the two systems and provide us with feedback on their suitability for the given
tasks, their ease of use, and the manual effort required to complete the tasks. On the other
hand, we wanted the user to rate the importance of selected features our system provides.
With a post-evaluation questionnaire we collected general information about our participants,
their level of expertise with cloud storage services, feedback on their user experience with the
systems, and their tips and comments for improvements.
We decided to conduct the user study in our laboratory especially due to time constraints,
since a short-lived deployment of the system directly on the user’s devices made little sense.
We are though well aware that a long-term off-site deployment would have allowed the involvement of a greater number of participants, as well as more accurate data results and
opinions. Another reason for performing an in-house user study is that we wanted to present
the main functionalities of our system to our participants, which would have been harder in
an uncontrolled environment where each user had the liberty to choose which system functionality to use. For the study, four fictive scenarios were created to demonstrate and cover
all of our main system functionalities. Due to the artificial nature of these scenarios, in our
survey sheets we posed questions to determine if a scenario was perceived as meaningful by
the participants.
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Figure 5.1: The user study environment, simulating a work and a home station.

5.1

Participants

For the study we recruited 20 participants (5 female), most of them from the ETH Computer
Science Department. The education degree between the participants varied. We had bachelor (1) and master students (10) in computer science, PhD students (5) and post-doctoral
researchers (2) from the Global Information Systems (GlobIS)1 group and the Computer
Graphics Laboratory (CGL)2 . We also had a software engineer participant and an architect,
who both finished their master studies at ETH in the past years. This means that except for
one, our participants all had a computer science background.

5.2

Setup

The user study area consisted of two computers to simulate a work and home environment
as shown in Figure 5.1. With our study we wanted to get feedback on the user’s experience
when performing four scenarios, once using our Cloudtips system and once using the desktop
client applications of the cloud storage services. This required 4 different settings to simulate
the work and home environments. We relied on Oracle’s virtualization tool VirtualBox3 and
set up on both computers two Windows 7, 64-bit virtual machines. Machine resets were done
through some scripts, which assured that all our participants would have the same starting
settings. For the files to share between the devices, we chose images as it would be easier to
visually see the changes being propagated between devices once an image was modified.
1

GlobIS: http://www.globis.ethz.ch
CGL: http://graphics.ethz.ch
3
VirtualBox: https://www.virtualbox.org
2
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Methodology

To present the main functionalities of our system we conducted a user study on a one-on-one
basis with each participant. Every user was given a brief overview of the setting, the aims of
the study, and an explanation of what cloud storage services are was provided where needed.
Our participants were all presented with the same four fictive scenarios to perform once with
the help of our Cloudtips system and once by using the desktop client applications of the
cloud storage services we support. In every scenario, the candidate worked with a set of
images, either the previously modified ones or a new set of images. After each scenario,
he or she was asked to fill out a feedback sheet with some general questions about the task
comprehension and its usefulness, some questions to compare the two systems, and finally
a few specific questions about the importance of selected functionalities. Each of the four
scenarios had an alternated execution order to avoid favoring a particular sequence. Also,
between users the order of the starting system was changed, which led us to 2 different execution possibilities, each one executed a total of 10 times. The user study required about
35-45 minutes to complete.
After the study, a post-evaluation questionnaire was filled out, providing general information
about gender, age and occupation. Participants were additionally asked whether or not they
used cloud storage services, how often they used them, and to provide an overall rating of both
systems. A few participants left comments and their opinions about likes and improvements
for the system. The user study questionnaires can be found in Appendix A. In the rest of this
section we will present a detailed description of the scenarios.
Scenario 1: Free Folder Hierarchy
In this first scenario we test the free folder hierarchy functionality that our system provides.
With Cloudtips, the user is free to synchronize and upload any file or folder in the local file
system to cloud storage services. This means that a user can keep his file hierarchy intact, as
no file move or copy is needed to reach a designated folder for the upload. Once distributed
files are recognized by our system as being the same, automatic updates between them take
place. For this scenario, Cloudtips and the Dropbox desktop client were used. The goal
was to be able to work on the same files from different computers, in this case from work
and home, while maintaining the file hierarchies intact. This means the participant did not
want to move his files from his project folder completely to the local cloud storage folder
to have them available from multiple devices. Also, we wanted to show how our system
can automatically propagate all file changes to any location, and reduce a user’s information
fragmentation perception by allowing the user to upload any file in the file system.
The participant had to imagine he was a successful designer for a company and that one late
afternoon, his boss came to him and asked for some animal images for a safari brochure. The
participant created some sketches (the images were provided) in his project folder at work but
did not quite get as far as he wished. So he uploaded some files online, by creating a copy of
them in the local cloud storage folder, to continue working on them from home. Once home,
due to lack of time, only one image was edited and was again made available on the cloud
storage service. The next day at work, the user was supposed to keep working on his modified
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image from his project folder, where all the rest of his work files resided, so he needed to be
sure all the files in that folder were in their latest versions. After that, some further changes
needed to be made and the modified file was newly added to the local cloud storage folder for
easier access from home.
The task itself consisted in uploading a file from work to a cloud storage service for accessing
it from home, while maintaining the file hierarchies intact. The file also required editing both
from home and work, so the user needed to make sure that all new changes were available
from both computers.
Scenario 2: Propagation of Deletes
The second scenario was created to demonstrate the two per file synchronization methods our
system offers. These consist of choosing how file deletions are propagated across devices.
This means that the user of our system can select whether a file deletion is only propagated
locally or throughout the entire system. The latter method deletes all linked copies as is
typical with cloud storage services. In this scenario, Cloudtips and the Dropbox desktop client
were compared. The goal was to show the participants our two synchronization methods and
understand if these different synchronization options are a desired feature.
In this case our participant was at work. His boss was unhappy with the changes made
to the previous files, so he decided to use another designer’s work for the safari brochure.
Our participant needed the new images from his team colleague to keep working on them.
Since these new images had the same names as his modified ones, our designer decided to
remove from his work computer all the local copies of his modified files to avoid confusion
with the new images. As he invested considerable time in making the changes to his old image
sketches, he decided to keep a backup copy on his home computer for private use.
For this task the user was at work and needed to delete all local copies of a particular file on
his work computer but maintain a backup copy accessible from his home one.
Scenario 3: Multi-cloud Feature
Our next scenario was designed to highlight our multi-cloud feature. With Cloudtips, we
provide the user with the possibility to simultaneously upload a file or folder to multiple
cloud storage services. Updates that occur to these files will be automatically propagated
to all locations and cloud storages where the files are stored. For this scenario, Cloudtips
was compared to the Dropbox, Google Drive and SkyDrive desktop clients. Our goal was
to present a solution for cloud interoperability problems when having to share the same file
across different cloud storage services.
Our designer was asked to share some work images for a new project with his international
colleagues, each requiring editing privileges for the images. Unfortunately each colleague
used a different cloud storage service and therefore the images had to be shared, by uploading
them to multiple cloud storage services. Various changes on the participant’s side were then
performed to the files, and these needed to be respectively propagated to each cloud storage
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service to provide all colleagues with the latest versions of the files in order to avoid duplicate
work.
This task consisted in uploading the same image to various cloud storage services and making
sure that all these locations were updated on every file change.
Scenario 4: Conflict Situation
With our last scenario, we presented our conflict resolution functionality. Our system was
built to recognize upon file synchronization if a file is in its latest version or not. If a user
is working on an outdated version of a file, Cloudtips informs him of the possible conflicts
that might occur and through a user interface provides him with three conflict resolution
possibilities to handle the conflict. In this scenario, Cloudtips was compared to the Dropbox,
Google Drive and SkyDrive desktop client applications. Our goal was to present the user
with an automatic conflict detection method for easily bringing outdated files to their latest
version.
The participant had to imagine that his nephew was turning six the next day and his party
theme was dinosaurs. As a designer, he knew that he previously worked on a dinosaur project
and therefore promised to print out some posters for the party. At home, when going through
his folders, a few dinosaur images turned up, but unfortunately it was unclear whether these
images were in their latest version. He was determined to figure this out and bring these
images up to date to then create great printouts for the party. The designer knew that at some
point during that project the images were definitely uploaded to a cloud storage service.
This final task consisted in finding the most recent version of the files and replacing the local
outdated ones with their latest version, while knowing that possible updated versions could
be on cloud storage services.

5.4

Results

In this section we present the results of the user study we performed to formally evaluate our
Cloudtips prototype system. Due to our choice of participants, mainly all with a technical
background, care should be taken when generalizing the results.
The median age of our participants was 27 years old. 70% (14 out of 20) of the participants
actually used cloud storage services and of those, 57% (8 out of 14) used multiple ones.
Figure 5.2 shows an overview of the use of cloud storage services amongst our participants,
clearly highlighting a preference for the Dropbox storage service. The participants that used
cloud storage services had to rate their level of expertise on a scale with 4 levels, from novice
to expert. From the 14 people who actually used cloud storage services we had one who regarded himself as an expert, and one who saw himself as a novice user. The remaining 85.7%
(12 of 14) regarded themselves as having an intermediate or advanced level of expertise with
the cloud storage services. Our study also revealed that cloud storage services were mainly
used on a daily or weekly basis.
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Figure 5.2: Overview of the usage of cloud storage services amongst our participants.
After every scenario of the user study, each individual was asked to provide feedback on
their comprehension of the task, on specific questions comparing the two systems, and on the
importance of selected functionalities. To compare Cloudtips and the desktop client applications of cloud storage services, the participants were asked to rate the system’s suitability
for the task, its easiness to complete the task, and the manual effort required to do so. In the
following we will provide an insight into the results gained from this feedback.
Analyzing the feedback enabled us to conclude that overall the four tasks were regarded as
comprehensible and made sense. This means that the candidate understood what to do in
all cases and could imagine this scenario as plausible for three of our four cases 95% of the
time. The scenario where people had more trouble seeing its applicability was the second one,
where the file deletion propagation functionality was presented. Here only 80% of confidence
votes were achieved.
Scenario 1 Evaluation
In Scenario 1 the user had to upload an image to Dropbox and modify it from various computers while maintaining his file hierarchies.
With Cloudtips the user is free to choose any file or folder in the local file system and upload
it directly to Dropbox without first creating another copy. The files then need to be manually linked between the two computers. This requires more effort for Cloudtips than for the
Dropbox client, because there is a need for a manual intervention by the user before changes
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Figure 5.3: Median of the participants’ ratings for the two systems during Scenario 1.
can automatically be propagated to all locations. On the other side, when using the Dropbox
client, the user needs to copy the new versions of the files back and forth between his project
folder and the Dropbox local folder at work. This is necessary in order to modify the latest
version of the file, keep work hierarchies intact, and have access to the file from home as well.
Figure 5.3 shows the median values of our participants’ ratings for this first scenario. It is
clearly visible that for this task, the users considered both system as being suitable, performing equally well in solving the task and requiring some manual effort. Therefore a significant
difference in the ratings is not apparent. We believe this similarity between the ratings occurred because cloud storage services are built to provide an effective way to share and edit
files from multiple devices, making them just as attractive as our system. Also, both systems required some manual effort during the task for different purposes, making their overall
behavior perception similar.
Scenario 2 Evaluation
In the task for Scenario 2, the user was asked to delete all local file copies of a selected file
from his work computer while maintaining a backup copy at home.
With the help of Cloudtips, a user simply needs to change the synchronization method for the
local work file, setting it to local deletion propagation only, before erasing it. This guarantees
that the file copy on the home computer would still be accessible after the delete at work.
For our Dropbox application instead, there is no way to change the synchronization method
of a file. Interestingly, participants proposed various ways to solve this task. The users had
two local copies of the file on their work computer, one in the project folder and one in the
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Figure 5.4: Median of the participants’ ratings for the two systems during Scenario 2.
Dropbox folder, and they were supposed to delete both. Most participants did not regard
the Dropbox copy as being local, so they simply removed the other local file in the project
folder. This way from their home computer the file would still be accessible through the
Dropbox client. Another solution proposed included creating a personal folder on Dropbox
and putting the file there for access from home, to clearly separate work and home files. A
few participants also proposed to delete both files from the work computer and then restore
the online one through the Dropbox web interface once at home. For this latter approach
they soon noticed that in so doing, the file would still be available from the work computer
through the local Dropbox client application, and the task would not be completed as required.
A further solution, and the one we proposed, was to first go home and create a local file copy
outside the Dropbox folder, before returning to work where both files could now be safely
removed. Since our overall aim was to show that when deleting files the user needs to employ
a more complex thought process, our Cloudtips system proposed a different synchronization
method to help ease this situation.
In Figure 5.4, the difference gap in the median ratings between the two systems slightly
increased compared to Scenario 1. Our system performed better than the Dropbox desktop
client in all three cases, although the task’s easiness to complete was perceived in a similar
way. The participants’ ratings varied for this scenario. In most cases a neutral opinion was
provided, because this was the scenario perceived as most unclear. The feature presented
was a new one and participants were not used to having per file synchronization methods and
being able to choose how to propagate the deletes. Also, one participant noted that when
synchronizing files, he prefers to know that all locations replicate the exact same state.
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Figure 5.5: Median of the participants’ ratings for the two systems during Scenario 3.
Scenario 3 Evaluation
In Scenario 3, the user was asked to share some images with colleagues using different cloud
storage services, perform changes to these files, and make sure all of the colleagues’ files
were updated accordingly.
With our Cloudtips system we offer a simultaneous multi-cloud upload feature, and an automatic inter-cloud update propagation functionality, so the user does not need to worry about
manually updating each file in every location. When using the desktop clients of the three
cloud storage services more work is required to perform this task, as the interoperability
between these services still poses limitations. This means that individual file copies need to
be created for each storage upload and manually updated upon every change. Our goal here
was to underline the cumbersome copy actions needed to keep every independent copy on
different cloud storages up to date when utilizing cloud storage services. This was also noted
by one participant in his comments where he wrote that repeating the same tasks for every
different cloud storage service is boring and error-prone.
Looking at the median ratings of Figure 5.5, a clear difference in the systems’ comparison
is visible. Our Cloudtips systems was regarded as suitable for the task, easy to manage in
order to complete the task, and requiring little manual effort, while the desktop client applications of Dropbox, Google Drive and SkyDrive were rated lower for these three questions.
The favorable rating for our system is probably because the interoperability limitations of
cloud storage services was clear to all participants, although only 40% (8 out of 20) of the
participants actually use multiple cloud storage services.
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Figure 5.6: Median of the participants’ ratings for the two systems during Scenario 4.
Scenario 4 Evaluation
In Scenario 4 the participants were asked to bring three images to their latest version by
searching for their most recent versions on the three cloud storage services.
Cloudtips provides the functionality to add a file to its system, and if that file is recognized as
outdated, the user is informed about the location details of the new file and provided with the
possibility to directly update this outdated version. Without our system, each cloud storage
service needs to be searched to find the most recent version of the file. If the participant was
not sure about which file was the latest version, he could resort to checking the file’s creation
and modification dates in the properties window. Figuring out whether a file is in its most
recent version and knowing where this version resides is often a time-consuming problem.
Therefore our goal was to show the user an easier way to achieve this by using our Cloudtips
system.
The median ratings for this scenario diverge greatly for the two systems. As Figure 5.6
shows, our system clearly outperforms the desktop client applications of the cloud storage
services. We believe that the strong preference for Cloudtips is because cloud storage services
do not provide a sophisticated conflict resolution method yet. What is provided are automatic
file overwrites and the creation of extra conflicting file copies, which then require manual
intervention. Also, there is no possibility to automatically figure out where the latest version
of a file resides and update it accordingly, except for manually searching and comparing
possible file matches on every location.
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Scenarios Discussion
From our results for each scenario we can see that the most significant differences in the ratings for the system comparison evaluations were achieved with Scenario 4. This because our
system’s main benefits are more visible when a user wants to perform more complex tasks,
as was the case for the last two scenarios. We expected this, as Cloudtips was built to help a
user deal with more complex tasks. In fact, it was especially designed to help overcome limitations that cloud storage services pose like interoperability and lack of meaningful conflict
detection between files. Additionally, our system was designed to allow the user to perform
tasks with less manual effort. This was also pointed out by one participant who said: ”I like
that you took a problem that involves a lot of manual work and simplify it”.
Functionality Ratings Discussion
For each scenario additional questions were asked regarding the importance of specific functionalities. These 8 possibilities and their importance ratings can be found in Figure 5.7. We
can see a clear preference for 6 and 7, which deal with automatic conflict detections between
files, and the possibility to choose a resolution method.
The conflict resolution functionality, as we provide it to our users, is currently not supported
by our selected cloud storage services. What is provided by them is either a file overwrite, or
the creation of a new file with a conflict annotation in its name. To detect conflicts between
files, a manual comparison of each file is necessary, which is a time-consuming and cumbersome task. For these reasons we assume these functionalities were rated as most important.
In contrast to 6 and 7, the three functionalities rated with lowest importance were 2, 4 and
8, with less than 60% of our users rating them as being important or very important. These
functionalities include the per file synchronization choices, simultaneous file uploads and the
desire for more conflict resolution options. From the user’s responses it was clear that having
a per file synchronization possibility might cause an overview loss to remember which file
is synchronized in what manner. So, although a desired functionality, it was not rated as
important as others. A possible solution to help improve the desire for this functionality would
be to use an icon overlay, to display the synchronization type for a particular file. This would
permit the user to know at a glance which files are synchronized with our system and how
these will behave on deletion. Our next functionality with a low rating was the simultaneous
file upload to various cloud storage services. Users saw little need for this functionality
because in order for it to be relevant, users would have to share files with multiple friends on
other cloud storage services. Nowadays users usually resort to other methods like email or
they agree on using one cloud storage service to avoid this problem. The last low-rated feature
was the desire for more conflict resolution options. During discussions with the participants,
it was clear that some were happy to even have this functionality option, others could not
imagine any other possible conflict resolution method, while a few mentioned the desire for
merging options, in particular for source code.
When looking at the whole picture, all our system functionalities, except for the simultaneous file upload to different cloud storage services, were perceived over 50% of the time as
important to very important.
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Figure 5.7: Rating on the importance of specific functionalities.
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User Comments and Suggestions
Users were able to provide their personal comments and suggestions. In 20% of the cases (4
out of 20) users reported the wish for more textual explanations of the options provided on the
Cloudtips user interface because the difference between the Add and the Upload features was
not clear enough. Other suggestions for improvements consisted in adding submenus in the
Windows Explorer menu to facilitate the reach of functionalities. One user pointed out that it
would be more efficient to create a submenu entry to directly delete a file locally, without the
need to first update its synchronization property in the user interface, and then in a second step
perform the actual file deletion. Another user proposed to add a functionality for automatic
storage management, meaning that when a file is added to the system it will automatically be
uploaded to a cloud storage service that still has free space. This might be a viable option
if the user is not interested in knowing where the file is stored, or does not want to access it
from online, but only store it there for safekeeping. A few functionalities that conventional
revision control systems offer were mentioned as possible extensions for Cloudtips. The first
one consisted in having a merge function for source code, while the second one was an option
to revert to a previous file version. For both of these proposals one might consider a future
integration of Cloudtips with current revision control systems.
The survey feedback not only consisted of improvement suggestions but also of positive feedback. It was said that it is nice not to worry about updating one’s files everywhere. One participant pointed out that the device synchronization is cool, as one can directly see all changes
on every device, and that because the synchronization between cloud storage services is missing, Cloudtips provides a good solution to deal with this. In general the system was regarded
as useful for private use, which was also our aim, as at work many participants mentioned
the employment of shared drives or a common versioning system. Overall, more than 50%
of the participants stated that they were happy with the project’s concept idea, coolness and
usability.
Summary
Summarizing we can say that the study was very successful, since participants preferred the
use of our Cloudtips system to perform the given tasks over simply using the desktop client
application of cloud storage services, although in real life both could be used simultaneously.
Cloudtips was also perceived as an appropriate system to perform the given tasks as Figure
5.8 clearly illustrates. Overall our system was rated positively because it provides useful and
important functionalities desired by the participants. We greatly appreciate the improvement
suggestions and ideas for additional features that were provided during the user study.
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Figure 5.8: Overall rating of the system’s experience for the four scenarios provided.

6

Conclusion
The aim of our research project was to design and implement a prototype system for Windows
7 to solve aspects of the information fragmentation problem such as keeping track of different
file copies and avoiding the user having to create these in the first place. We also wanted to
solve problems that cloud storage services pose like interoperability and strict file hierarchy
use.
To this end we introduced Cloudtips, our prototype system that spans various research areas
like versioning, synchronization, conflict resolution, file similarity and information fragmentation. Cloudtips provides a way to share files across multiple personal devices, reunite similar
files and keep track of copies and versions of the original file. Cloud storage services were
used for the actual file storing and our file history service provides a central repository where
the most recent file information is stored together with file links and history trees.
Our system also maintains all linked files automatically up to date with little to no intervention
required by the users and provides conflict resolution options. Its background service enables
this as it monitors changes to the local file system and informs our file history service and the
synchronization processes accordingly. To give the user more flexibility we provided two per
file synchronization methods, once with the propagation of deletes to all devices, and once
with just a local delete propagation possibility. Our prototype’s integration into the Windows
Explorer menu makes it easy to adopt by anyone.
Additionally, we performed a user study to formally evaluate our prototype system. The results showed that more than 50% of the users rated the functionalities of Cloudtips as important
and desirable in helping a user share and mange his personal files across devices.
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6.1

6.1. CONTRIBUTIONS

Contributions

Our research project was designed to find solutions to the information fragmentation problems, and the limitations that cloud storage services pose nowadays. A summary of the
contributions developed during this thesis are presented below.
Free Folder Hierarchy Our system facilitates uploading any file or folder in the file system
to cloud storage services, and it provides an easy way to share files between them
without explicitly moving or copying the files to designated folders. This way the
user creates less physical copies of the files, reducing his information fragmentation
perception. This was achieved by providing an abstraction layer that unifies the access
to selected cloud storage services, and allows to easily add support for additional ones.
Central Information Repository With our file history service, which is independent from
cloud storage services, we provide a central place where all file histories are stored.
This facilitates keeping track of inter-device file information, reuniting the same files
spread out across different devices, and storing their versions and copies information in
one location. This central repository allows for automatic file updating across devices
and between cloud storage locations, diminishing the interoperability barrier that exists between these cloud storage services. Additionally, conflicts can automatically be
detected between files. The user is then informed and presented with different conflict
resolution choices.
Per File Synchronization With Cloudtips, we offer the possibility to choose a synchronization method on a per file basis. The options we provide are based on 2-way synchronization, where deletes are either propagated to all devices or only take place locally.
File modifications are always propagated to all devices. To this end we implemented a
background service that monitors the local file system for changes, and allows different file synchronization options with other devices and the cloud storage services, by
communicating with our file history service. To the best of our knowledge, our thesis
is the first research project to accomplish this.
User Study With the formal evaluation of our prototype we were able to show that participants appreciated its functionalities like automatic update propagation, automatic
conflict detection and resolution options, and the freedom to synchronize any file in
the file system. The study also showed that participants preferred that when using our
system less manual effort was needed to complete the tasks. This positive feedback,
together with the suggestions for improvements provided during the study, are a good
starting point for future work.

6.2

Future Work

Currently our system is implemented as a proof of concept to help the user cope with some
aspects of the information fragmentation problem and some limitations that cloud storage
services pose. For this reason there are various areas that could be improved. These were not
further analyzed because they were outside the scope of this thesis.
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Performance The focus of our thesis was on providing a proof of concept. For this reason
improvements on efficiency and performance can be made in future versions.
User Interface and Windows Explorer Integration As we have seen, it is important for an
application to be easy to use and not stray too much from a user’s habits and comfort
zone. For this reason we incorporated our system directly into the Windows Explorer
menu. Ways to improve the interface would be to provide the user with even more
functionalities and details about his files. An example of such a possibility includes
letting the user query our system to display all local files on a particular cloud storage
service, all copies related to a file, or the file’s history. This information could be
displayed by extending our user interface, or by extending the Windows File Explorer
with columns and footers, or by adding to it a tree-view layout for file versions. Icon
overlays could help the user see which files are being monitored by the system and their
synchronization status. A consideration here is to remember that we want to reduce a
user’s information fragmentation perception and not increase it. Further extensions
might also include a web interface to group and manage a user’s online files.
File History Service We provide a way to keep track of file versions and copies, but we
are not interested in implementing a new revision control system. To this end our file
history service was kept simple. We only tracked and stored file information, but not
the actual file, in order to allow file reconciliations, copies grouping, version tracking,
and automatic updates. Considerations for extensions would be to provide support for
file restorations by simply storing the differences between versions for efficiency, or
providing folder support and a visual aid to see a file’s evolution. A further consideration would be to directly integrate our system with an existing revision control system.
Conflict Resolution When performing versioning and synchronization across multiple
devices, file conflicts might occur. We implemented a way to deal with conflicts by
informing the user and letting him choose how to handle them. Improvements could
include applying some heuristics for automatic conflict resolutions where possible, and
providing the user with merging options, at least for text files. In addition, it might be
desired to keep a current list of all conflicts and let the user choose when and how to
deal with these.
File Similarity For now we implemented a simple way to detect file similarities based on
some metadata properties. For future work, a more in-depth study of this field could
lead to great improvements in detecting or suggesting file similarities to users. Promising techniques would be to rely on MIME type specific file fingerprints, or to apply
machine learning techniques to enhance similarity detections and suggestions.
Cloud Abstraction Layer Our cloud abstraction layer implements the upload, delete, download, get changes, and search functionalities, although more exist. One could choose to
provide more functionality to give the user a broader range of actions to perform with
cloud storage services. Copy, move and rename operations are examples of additional
functionalities. Improving their occurrence detection could help optimize our system
because it would allow a better way of dealing with, and reuniting, the files that were
involved in these operations. Thanks to our cloud abstraction layer little effort is required to include extra functionalities, or to extend the system to support more cloud
storage services in future versions.
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Multiple Users Momentarily our system is designed to deal with a single user’s personal
devices. Extending it to support multiple users is definitely a possibility. In this case,
extra functionalities need to be considered such as user access rights for files.
External Devices More support could be implemented for external devices like USB sticks
or external storages. For now only a simple caching mechanism is implemented,
whereby upon insertion of an external device into a desktop computer or a laptop,
an automatic update process is started for the cached files.

A

User Study Questionnaires
In the following, the questionnaires used during the user study are provided. We had five of
them, and after each of the four scenarios described in Section 5.3, the participant was asked
to fill out one of them. The purpose of the post-evaluation questionnaire was to gather general
information of our participant, his cloud storage knowledge and his overall opinion about the
two systems used.
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Free folder hierarchies

1. Please rate the following statements with respect to the task.

a.
b.

Was the task comprehensible?
Did the task make sense?

Strongly
agree
☐
☐

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

☐
☐

☐
☐

☐
☐

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐

Strongly
disagree
☐
☐

2. Please rate the following statements with respect to Cloudtips.

a.
b.
c.

I considered the system suitable for this task.
The task was easy to complete.
The task required little manual effort.

Strongly
agree
☐
☐
☐

Strongly
disagree
☐
☐
☐

3. Please rate the following statements with respect to Dropbox.

a.
b.
c.

I considered the system suitable for this task.
The task was easy to complete.
The task required little manual effort.

Strongly
agree
☐
☐
☐

Strongly
disagree
☐
☐
☐

4. How important do you rate the following functionalities?

a.

Flexibility to synchronize files in any folder
(i.e. not only in the Dropbox folder)

Very
Important
important
☐
☐

Average
☐

Slightly
Not
important important
☐
☐

Propagation of deletes

1. Please rate the following statements with respect to the task.

a.
b.

Was the task comprehensible?
Did the task make sense?

Strongly
agree
☐
☐

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

☐
☐

☐
☐

☐
☐

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐

Strongly
disagree
☐
☐

2. Please rate the following statements with respect to Cloudtips.

a.
b.
c.

I considered the system suitable for this task.
The task was easy to complete.
The task required little manual effort.

Strongly
agree
☐
☐
☐

Strongly
disagree
☐
☐
☐

3. Please rate the following statements with respect to Dropbox.

a.
b.
c.

I considered the system suitable for this task.
The task was easy to complete.
The task required little manual effort.

Strongly
agree
☐
☐
☐

Strongly
disagree
☐
☐
☐

4. How important do you rate the following functionalities?

a.
b.

Choice of a synchronization method on a per
file basis.
Possibility to manage the propagation of
deletes.

Very
Important
important
☐
☐
☐

☐

Average
☐
☐

Slightly
Not
important important
☐
☐
☐

☐

Multi‐cloud feature

1. Please rate the following statements with respect to the task.

a.
b.

Was the task comprehensible?
Did the task make sense?

Strongly
agree
☐
☐

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

☐
☐

☐
☐

☐
☐

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐

Strongly
disagree
☐
☐

2. Please rate the following statements with respect to Cloudtips.

a.
b.
c.

I considered the system suitable for this task.
The task was easy to complete.
The task required little manual effort.

Strongly
agree
☐
☐
☐

Strongly
disagree
☐
☐
☐

3. Please rate the following statements with respect to Dropbox, Google Drive and SkyDrive.

a.
b.
c.

I considered the system suitable for this task.
The task was easy to complete.
The task required little manual effort.

Strongly
agree
☐
☐
☐

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐

Strongly
disagree
☐
☐
☐

4. How important do you rate the following functionalities?

a.
b.

Possibility to upload files on different cloud
storages simultaneously.
Automatic updates between cloud storages.

Very
Important
important
☐
☐
☐

☐

Average
☐
☐

Slightly
Not
important important
☐
☐
☐

☐

Conflict situation

1. Please rate the following statements with respect to the task.

a.
b.

Was the task comprehensible?
Did the task make sense?

Strongly
agree
☐
☐

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

☐
☐

☐
☐

☐
☐

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐

Strongly
disagree
☐
☐

2. Please rate the following statements with respect to Cloudtips.

a.
b.
c.

I considered the system suitable for this task.
The task was easy to complete.
The task required little manual effort.

Strongly
agree
☐
☐
☐

Strongly
disagree
☐
☐
☐

3. Please rate the following statements with respect to Dropbox, Google Drive and SkyDrive.

a.
b.
c.

I considered the system suitable for this task.
The task was easy to complete.
The task required little manual effort.

Strongly
agree
☐
☐
☐

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐

Strongly
disagree
☐
☐
☐

4. How important do you rate the following functionalities?

a.
b.
c.

Automatic detection of conflicts.
Possibility to choose a conflict resolution
method.
More conflict resolution options compared to
replace other, replace mine and keep both.

Very
Important
important
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐

Average
☐
☐
☐

Slightly
Not
important important
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐

Post‐evaluation questionnaire
General information
 Gender:
 Year of birth:
 Occupation:

☐Male
☐ Female
______________________________
______________________________

1. Do you use cloud storage services to synchronize your personal files between devices?
☐Yes
☐ No (skip 1.1 ‐1.3)
1.1 Which cloud storage services do you use?
☐Dropbox
☐Google Drive
☐SkyDrive
☐Box
☐SugarSync
☐Wuala
☐iCloud
☐Other: ______________________________
1.2 What is your level of expertise with cloud storage services?
☐Expert
☐Advanced
☐Intermediate

☐Novice

1.3 How often do you use cloud storage services?
☐Daily
☐Weekly
☐Monthly

☐Rarely

2. How would you rate your overall experience with Cloudtips for the given tasks?
☐Very good
☐Good
☐Average
☐Poor

☐Never

☐Very poor

3. How would you rate your overall experience with Dropbox, Google Drive and SkyDrive for the given tasks?
☐Very good
☐Good
☐Average
☐Poor
☐Very poor

4. Other comments and remarks

Thank you for taking the time and helping me with this survey for my master thesis.

B

Graphic Resources
For the implementation and documentation of this thesis a few third-party icons were used.
All these icons are free for a non-commercial use.

B.1

IconsLand Vista Style Hardware Devices Icon Set

The license agreement by IconsLand1 states that the icons remain their property. It also
mentions that the icons can be used for personal projects including software applications,
GUI designs and documentation. The credit for the icons Computer and Portable Computer,
used in Figure 3.2 of this thesis, goes to IconsLand.

B.2

Oxygen Icons

The icon Mimetypes application vnd stardivision draw Icon was used for the screenshot in
Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6. The artist of this icon is the Oxygen Team2 and commercial use is
allowed. These icons have been released under GNU Lesser General Public License3 .

1

IconsLand: http://www.icons-land.com/
Oxygen Team: http://www.oxygen-icons.org
3
GNU LGPL: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GNU Lesser General Public License
2
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